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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II
101 MARIETTAST., N.W.

ATLANTA.GEORGIA 30323.

ENCLOSURE 1

EXAMINATION REPORT - 50-250/OL-89-01

Facility Licensee: Florida Power and Light Company
Turkey Point Nuclear Plant
P ..0. Box 029100
Juno Beach, FL 33408

Facility Name: Turkey Point Units 3 and 4

Facility Docket NoseI 50-250 and 50-251

Written and Opera .ing Tests were conducted at the Turkey Point plant site
near Florida City., Florida.

Chief Examiner: '/r'
es A. Casto D te Signed

Approved By: i, /r
John F. Munro, Chief
Operator Licensinc Section 1

Division of Reactor Safety

Date Signed

Summary:

Examinations were conducted during the weeks of March 13, 1989, and
March 20, 1989.

Mritten and operating examinations were administered to three Reactor
Operators (ROs) and 21 Senior Reactor Operators (SROs). Of the 3 ROs

tested, 2 passed the examination. Of the 21 SROs tested, 10 passed the
examination.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Facility Employees Attending Exit Meeting:

J. S. Odom, Site Vice President
J. E. Cross, Plant Manager
L. W. Pearce, Operations Superintendent
T. A. Finn, Training Superintendent
G. Hollinger, Operator Training Supervisor
K. Van Dyne, Regulatory Compliance Supervisor
J. E. Crockford, Nuclear Operations
R. E. Dodson, Simulator Engineering C'oordinator
D. Henry, Operations Training
L. Goebel, Operations Training
C. Mowrey, Regulatory Compliance Group

2. Examiners:

*
C.
M.
M.
G.

Casto
Payne

Ernstes'tein-

Weale

* Chief Examiner

3. Exit Meeting

At the conclusion of the site visit, the examiners met with represent-
atives of the plant staff to discuss the results of the examinations.
The following items were covered:

Examination Develo ment

After review of the licensee proposed questions, the exam team made
numerous modifications to enhance the construction of the examination.
Many questions required changes to elicit a proper response by the
operators including elimination of "lookup questions" and questions which
required only rote memorization of material. During requalification
examinations administered by the licensee, it was noted that the
operators .were allowed to use the Emergency Operating Procedures
Background Document as a reference. This deviates from the criteria set
forth in NUREG 1021, Operator Licensing Examination Standards, ES-601,
which states that the operators should only be provided material
which is controlled and permissible for use in the control room.



- For walk-through examinations, the licensee had not used the Emergency
Operating Procedures as a basis'or identifying tasks the operators must
be capable of performing. Several proposed tasks were below the
threshold required by ES-60'or safety significance. Also, several Job
Performance Measures (JPMs) contained inaccuracies in that they did not
contain the steps required by the plant operating procedures. The
questions associated with the JPMs generally did not conform to an open
book format nor did they relate to the knowledges and abilities
associated with that particular task.

The proposed simulator scenarios did not have time critical events
identified and contained several unrelated events, e.g., instrumentation
failures which did not pertain to the major evolution. Tasks for the
Plant Supervisor Nuclear (PSN) were not identified in the proposed
scenarios, nor were critical steps for the PSN identified.

Examination Administration

During administration of the simulator examinations, the crews exhibited
a generic strength in their ability to diagnos'e conditions and events.

Generic weaknesses were displayed by the crews in the areas of perform-
ance of immediate opei ator actions, communications skills, and use
of the, Emergency Plan (EPLAH).

During reactor trips, the operators frequently waited until the Assistant
Plant'upervisor Nuclear (APSN) entered the Emergency Operating
Procedures and began reading the immediate operator aetio'ns out loud
before executing them. The resultant time delay complicated the operator's
recovery from off normal events. The operators are required to commit,
these actions to memory. Also, these actions are provided as an
"operator aid" on the control board.

The operators were hesitant to enter the EPLAN. Apparently this was due
to the administrative burden associated with acting as the communicator
as well as the classifier. Additionally, the PSNs became detached from
shift operations while implementing the EPLAN. This led to poor
communications between the APSN and the PSN. During several events,
plant conditions had degraded beyond the EPLAN 'classification that the
PSN had initially declared without the PSN being aware of these degraded
conditions. Several instances of miscommunications occurred due to the
PSNs using their watch as the official time instead 'of the plant clock.
This problem was aggravated by the unreliability of the simula'tor clock.

The Shift Technical Advisors (STAs) used during the examination
administration exhibited several deficiencies. These included:

Two-instances where RCS subcooling was allowed to decrease below
25 degrees F without informing the APSN.



Two instances where a Red Path condition existed without
identification by the STA.

Communicating RCS subcooling as 20 degrees F when actual RCS

subcooling was 2 degrees F.

Several instances of unresponsiveness, e.g., not investigating the
time at which an inadvertent Containment Spray actuation occurred,
when requested by the PSN.

In general the shift crews did not consult or effectively use the
STA for independently assessing the plant conditions and providing
input to the crew.

Based upon the observations made during this examination, the NRC finds
generic weaknesses in the proper training and integration of the STA into
plant operations. During the examination visit, the licensee implemented
corrective actions to mitigate this situation, Specifically, the STAs
will no« rotate with an assigned shift crew and will train with the crew
to enhance the STA function on crew operations, This concern will remain
open {IFI-250, 251/OL-91-01) until resolution is confirmed by future
inspection.

An assessment of the licensee's evaluators was conducted in accordance-
with ES-601 of NUREG 1021. The NRC finds, based on the items in
Enclosure 4, that two licensee evaluators are rated .as unsatisfactory,
These individuals were identified to the licensee at the exit meeting.
The licensee has ensured that these personnel will not function as
evaluators of licensed operator performance until they have
satisfactorily completed a program designed to remediate them in the
identified areas of weakness. This concern will remain open (IFI-250,
251/OL-91-02) until resolutior is confirmed by future inspection.
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NRC RULES AND GUIDANCE FOR EXA'MINEES

1. Use black ink or dark pencil ONLY to facilitate legible reproductions.

2. Print your name in the blank provided on the cover sheet ofthe examination.

3. Fill in the date on the cover sheetof the examination, ifnecessary.

4. Answer each question on the examination. Ifadditional paper is required, use only the
lined paper provided by the examiner.

5. Use abbreviations only ifthey are commonly used in facilityliterature.

6. The point value for each question is indicated in parentheses after the question and can be

used as a guide for the depth ofanswer required.

7. Show all calculations, methods or assumptions used to obtain an answer to a mathematical
problem, whether asked for in the question or

not.'.

Unless solicited, the location of references need not be stated.

9. Partial credit may.be given. Therefore, ANSWER ALLPARTS OF THE QUESTION AM3
DO NOT LEAVEANYANSWERS BLANK.

10. Proportional grading willbe applied. Any additional wrong information that is provided

may count against you. Fore example, ifa question is worth. one (1) point and asks for four
responses,,each of which is worth 0.25 points, and you give five responses, each of your
responses willbe worth 0.20 points. Ifone of your five responses is incorrect 0.20 willbe

deducted and your total credit for that question willbe 0.80 instead of1.00 even though you

got the four correct answers.

11. Ifparts of the question are not clear with respect to their intent, ask questions of the

examiner only.

12 You mustsign the statementon the cover sheet thatindicates the work on the examination\

is your own and that you have not received or given any assistance in completing the

examination. This must be signed AFTER the examination has been completed.



].3. Rest room trips are to be limited and only one examinee at a time may leave. You must
avoid all contact with anyone outside the examination room to avoid even the appearance
or possibility ofexamin'ation compromise..

14. Cheating on the examination would result in a revocation ofyour license and could result
in more severe penalties.

15. Each section of the examination is designed to take approximately 90 minutes to complete.
You willbe given two hours to complete each section for a total of four hours, for part A and
part B examination.

16. Due the existence of questions that will require all examinees to refer to the same

indications, controls, or reference material, particular care must be taken'o maintain.
individual examination security and avoid any possibility of compromise or appearance of
cheating.

17. Due to the limited amount ofreference material, return all reference books when through.

18. To avoid any possibility of compromise or'appearance of cheating, DO NOT retrieve
reference material from a student's desk.

19. To. avoid any possibility of compromise, DO NOT MAIMOR WRITE ON REFERENCE

MATERIAL.

20. When you are finished and have turned in yo'ur completed examination, leave the
examination area.



PartBORQP 1

Initial Conditions: Unit 3 is in middle ofcore life (fuel cycle 11). Unit 3 had been
operating at'100% power for approximately 9 days - The unit has been reduced in
power to 60/0 power to facilitate maintenance. After being at 60% power for
approximately'10 hours the unit trips.

Question: Select the correct statem'ent concerning the'Xenon concentration at the
time of trip.

A. The Xenon concentration willbe at 2684 pcm.
r

The value ofXenon willbe greater (more Negative) than - 2287 PCM.

E

C. The value of the Xenon willbe less (less Negative) than the 60% equilibrium
value.-

D. The Xenon value willbe at the 60% equilibrium value.
(1 point)
Ans: B

r

The concentration ofXenon has NOT had sufficient time to reach
equilibrium for the new power level and therefore willbe higher than 2287
PCM the equilibrium value for 60% power.

Ref: PCB Section IIFigure 2A.

K/A001000K5.13(3.7/4.0)
|

LP40010-0L, Appendix C Eg 4

Est, Time of Completion 4 min.

*/ks:March l2. 1989 12:43 PM



PartB ORQ ¹ 16

Initial Conditions:

Pressurizer Controls are in automatic
Reactor power is 5% and stable
PT-444 fails

"Pressurizer Control High/LowPress" Annunciator will
ala'rm due to low pressure.

Question: Given the initialconditions, determine'f the followingstatements are
correct or incorrect ifpressurizer PT-444 failed high and no operator action was
taken. Circle Tifstatementiscorrect. Circle F ifstatementisincorrect.
(2.0 pts)
T F a.

T F b. PORV-455C willstay open unless the operator DOES TAKE
CORRECTIVE action.

T F Pressurizer heaters willenergize due to actual low pressure
condition.

T F d. Reactor willtrip at 1843 psig from 2/3 pressurizer protection
channels.

(SI willcause trip, below P-7)

Ans: (.5 each)
a. T
b. F (closes at 2000 psig)
c. F
d. F

Ref: 3-ONOP-041.5 5610-T-D-16A, 5610-T-D-16B, 5610-T-Ll Sh. 18, 5610-T-L1
Sh. 23

K/A: 010/000
LP¹0802058, EO 2

Kl.01 &, Kl.02 (3.9/4.1)

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

+/ks:March 12, 1989 12A3 PM 20



Part 8 OR@4,48

Initial Conditions:

The RCS was drained to 3 ft. below the vessel fiange. The running RHR pump starts
to exhibit oscillations in motor amps and flow.

Question:
Select the correct response.

a. Start the standby RHR pump and secure'the running RHR pump.
b. Raise RCS level by cycling the ALTLow Head, MOV-872 open and closed.

c. Stop the running RHR pump and restore RCS level.
d. 'tartthestandbyRHRpumpatminimum flo.

(1 point)
Ans; c.

Ref: ONOP-050, Step 5.5

K/A 006020 A4.01 (3.7/3.6)

005000 A4.01 (3.6/3.4)

LP356902619

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

*iks:March l2, 1989 12:56 PM



Part B OR@¹ 311

Which of the given situations/conditions below requires emergency boration.

(1.0 pt.)
a Reactor has tripped, Group 1 of Control Bank 'D'did not fullyinsert,

emergency boration from the boric acid storage tanks at 65 gpm has been in
progress for 35 minutes.

Reactor has tripped, two control rods are not fullyinserted, RCS boron
concentration is 1000 ppm and Shutdown Margin is 1.2%6p.

C. A rapid manual load reduction from 100% power to 50% power has just
occurred. Emergency boration from the boric acid storage tanks had been
established at 60 gpm for 45 seconds, Control Bank D is at 72 steps as

indicated by Rod position Indication. Annunciator B 8/2 for EXTRALOW
LICIThas cleared and it has been 2 minutes since emergency boration was
stopped.

At 6000 MWD/MTUburnup, Unit 3 was shutdown to repair a leaking flange
on a main steam header safety. The unit is at HOT SHUTDOWN, all control
rods fullyinserted, RCS boron concentration is 1000 ppm, when the leaking
flange completely fails and the unit is in an uncontrolled cooldown.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

d.

Ref: 3-ONOP-046.1, Tech Specs. 5610-T-D-12A, Plant Curve Book

K/A 004/010, A2.07, (3.8/3.9)

004/SGK, 5.0, (3.3/3.8)

LP ¹EO-2, LP-6902232

Est, Time ofCompletion 7.0 min.

*/ks:March 12, 1989 2:13 PM 319



Part B OR@A'9

While performing a start-up using a 1GI plot it is projected that the reactor
CANNOTbe made critical with the present boron concentration.

'hat action(s) should be taken?

(1.0 points)
Ans:

Re-insert the control rod banks (.5 pts) and dilute the RCS as necessary (.5

pts).

Examiner discretion require for other correct responses that indicate the student
understands that the control rods must be reinserted and the appropriate section of
GOP-301 must be entered to recommence the start up.

Ref: GOP-301 Precautions and Limitation 4.28

K/A 001010 K5.16 (2.9/3.5)

LP4

Est. Time of Completion 4 min.

*/ks:March 12, 1989 1:08 PM 100



Part B ORQ¹ 104

Initial Conditions: .

The SNPO is conducting a valve lineup in accordance with a Tech. Spec.
Surveillance. While performing this lineup, the operator checks:a valve required to

h~lkd.yhhdghddhgh ~ I hdh I dykdh
very little slack and the proper lock is installed. The valve stem is observed to be all

'he way out. The SNPO concludes that the valve is, in fact, locked open and moves

on to the next, component.

. Question:
a. Did the SNPO use an acceptable method ofverifying the position of this

valve? (.5)

b. Explain why or why not. (.5)

Ans:

b.

(.5 pts. each)

Yes

Procedure (0-ADM-031) allows this as a method to check valve position.
I

Ref: ,. NRC Insp. Report 88-07

0-AD%I-31

K/A 194001 K1.01 (3.6/3.7)

LP¹6902614, EO 7

Est. Time of Completion 6 min.

*/ks:E1arch 12. 1989 1:08 PM



Part B ORQ¹ 108

Initial Conditions:
Unit 3 was operating at 100% power when control room evacuation became

necessary. RCP's were tripped. Upon reaching the alternate shutdow'n panel the
operator attempts to verify natural circulation and states natural circulation HAS
NOT been verified.

Question:
Which of the followingconditions would indicate a problem with natural circulation

. flow.

a. PZR level is 18"7o

b. Steam Generator pressure is increasing

C. S/G level is 4%

d. RCS Delta T is 30'F

(1 point)
Ans: b.

Ref: ES-0.1

ES 0.1 AttA
EOP 'CA3.2Att,A

K/A 000068 EA1,32 (3.9/4.1)

LP¹0802064 EO 4

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

«/ks:!starch 12, i989 i:08 PM 119



Part B OR@@ 304

(1.0 pt.)
The followingconditions are given: a reactor trip with the loss ofoffsite power.
Assume RVL>IS is not in service and'a cooldown ') 30'F/hr is required to get the
plant to cold'shutdown conditions. List the EOPs in the sequence they are used.

Ans: (Procedure number not required, Title is sufficient)
(0.2) Enter E-O, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
(0.2) ES-0.1, Reactor Trip Response

(0.2) ES-0.2, Natural Circulation Cooldown

(0.2) ES-0.4, Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel

(withou t RVLiVIS)

(0.2) Sequence

Ref: Question
Procedures E-O, ES-0.1, ES-0.2, and ES-0.4 Enabling Objectives 1 & 2

Answer
Emergency Operating Procedures E-O, ES-O.l, ES-0.2, and ES-0.4

K/A 002 G15 (4.1/4.3)

LP4

Est. Time of Completion 3.5 min.

elks:Llfarch 12. 1989 2:13 PM 312



Part B OR@¹ 303

(1.0 pt.)
How is the RCS cooled. during refueling operations with the refueling cavity full, if

. BOTH RHR pimps fail to operate? Include basic flowpath, components and heat
removal mechanism.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)
An SI pump takes a suction on Loop C via the RHR system and its Hxers where its
cooled by CCW

OR

natural Convection/Circulation via the refueling cavity being maintained 23

ft. above the vessel flange.

Ref: TPT ONOP-050, pp 5/7; TPT TS B 3.10.7

K/A 005000 A2.03 (2.9/3.1)

LP¹

Est. Time of Completion 3.5 min'.

*/ks:March l2, 1989 2:13 PM 311





j PertBORQS 150

Initial Conditions:

During refueling operations on Unit 3, The Area Radiation Monitor R-2 in the
Containment fails.

'uestion:
Select the best course of action.

a >

b.

d.

Refueling operations should be stopped immediately but may be resumed
af'ter H.P. verifies conditions are normal.
Refueling operations may continue without interruption ifH.P. coverage is

provided.
Refueling operations should be stopped immediately but may be resumed ifa

portable radiation monitor with an alarm is used. in the containment.
Refueling operations may be continued provided R-21 is verified operable.

(1 point)
Ans: c.

'ef: 3-OP-38.1 Attachment 23

K/A 034000 K6.02 (2.6/3.3)

034000 SGK2 (2.3/3.1)

004000 SGK5 (2.6/3.5)

LP46902168

Est. Time of Completion 7 min.

*/ks:March l2, 1989 I:25 PM 162



Part B OR@4 160
t

Initial Conditions:
'nit

3 is critical at 100% 'power. Tave 574'F, Cb 500 ppm. The operator starts a

dilution and his attention is diverted until he hears the rods stepping in. He notes
that 1025 gallons ofwater have been added.

Question:
Ifall rods were initiallyout (ARO), determine the resulting rod position due to this

~ addition ofwater.

(1 point)
Ans:.
IIIFig. 2 10 ppm dilution of Cb from 500 to 490 (.25)

b,pcm = 5138- 5039 = 99 pcm addition (.25)
Rods willstop driving 1'F high which equals approximately + 22.6

pcm (.25)

IIFig. 4 Rods compensate for 76.4 'pcm addition
Rods stop at approx. 200 steps (.25)

193, + 3 steps

Optional answer ifauto rods considered, 1'F high, 200 + 5 steps

Ref: 5610- T-D-12A

K/A 001000 K5,05 (3.5/3.9)

LP43502082 EO2

Est. Time of Completion 6 min.

*/ks:March 12, 1989 1:25 PM 173



Part 8 OR/¹ 170

Select the correct answer fromthe followingchoices concerning the use of
Attachment 'A'fEOP-E-0.

The attachment should be used EVERY time E-0 is entered.

When reaching step 4 ofE-O, transition to the attachment should be made

before proceeding with step 5, ifa valid SI signal exists.

Attachment'A'hall be implemented within 30 minutes of a valid SI signal..

The attachment is only used when so directed by the RNO column of an EOP

step.

(1 point)
Ans: c.

Ref: EOP-E-0

K/A 000011 EK3.12 (4.4/4.6)

LP¹0063-OL App. M, E05

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*As:March l2. 1989 1:25 PM 184



Part B ORQ¹ 171

The unit is operating in %1ode 1 when a reactor trip occurs without SI actuation.
XVhileverifying the reactor trip the operator notices that 2 of the rods are NOT
indicating they are on the bottom. The appropriate action is to:

a'.

d.

Transition immediately to Emergency Operating Procedure FR-S-l
'Response to ATWS'.

Verify turbine trip and power available to the 4KVbusses and transition to
EOP-ES-0.1 and add 300 gallons of boric acid for each rod not fully inserted.
Commence an emergency boration for 9 minutes per rod 60 gpm of boric
acid.

Manually initiate Safety Injection.

(1 point)
Ans:
C. Emergency borate for 9 minutes at 60gpm

Ref: EOP-ES-0.1 Step 3

K/A 000007 EA3.01 (4.0/4.6)

LP¹0063-OL App. 0 E06

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*Iks:hfarch 12, 1989 1:25 PM 185



Part B ORQP 177

Initial Conditions:
'ou

have 3ust been informed that Unit 3, which is operating at 100% power, o l h

even (7) smoke detectors operable inside containment.

Question:
Select the most correct response:

a. No action is required because only five (5) smoke detectors are required to

operable.

b. Establish a fire watch patrol to inspect the containment within 1 hour and at
least once per hour.

c. Monitor the containment air temperature at least once per hour.
d. Place the plant in Mode 5 in accordance with T.S. 3.0.1.

(1 point)
Ans: c. Monitor the containment air temperature at least once per hour.

Ref: T.S. 3.14.1

K/A 194001 A1.02 (4.1/3.9)

LP80802063

Est. Time of Completion 6 min.

*iks:bfacch l2, l989 1:25 PM 191



Part B ORQP 178

initial Conditions:

Uriit3 is in Mode 1 with all 3 SGs blowing down to the canal when R-19 fails low.

Secondary activity is 0.02 pCi/ml DE-I131.

Question: e

Select the most correct response.

a. Blowdown may continue with no further'action required.
b. Blowdown must be terminated until R-19 is operable.

c. Blowdown may continue with grab samples being analyzed at least once per
12 hours.,

d. Blowdown may continue with grab samples being analyzed at least once per
24 hours.

(1 point)
Ans: c. Blowdown may continue with grab samples being analyzed at least

once per 12 hours.

Ref; T.S. 3.9.1,C.2 Table 3.9-2 action 2.1

K/A 194001 A1.02 (4.1/3.9)

LP 80802063

Est.'ime of Completion 6 min.

*ikaMarch 12. 1989 1:25 PM 192



Part B OR@4 312

Giv'en the following'conditions (Unit 3) .

Reactor at 8% power steady state conditions:,
'B'harging pump is cleared for maintenance.
'B'CW pump and 'B'CW H/X are cleared'for maintenance.
Allother plant equipment in normal lineup for these conditions.

Based on these conditions, determine which one 'of the following'statements is

incorrect ifthe Unit-3 'A'kvbus relayed from a fault and the Unit did not trip.

(Pts. 1.0)

a. CVCS letdown flow should be secured and Excess Letdown placed in service.

b. RCP seal injection willbe lost with the above conditions.-

c. Abnormal operating procedures require the reactor and turbine to be tripped
for the above conditions.

d. Without operator action the Unit willend up in a Loss ofCoolant Accident.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)
a.

Ref:

LP4

Est. Time ofCompletion 6 min.

*/ks:March 12, 1 &89 2:13 PM 320



Part B ORQ¹ 204

InitialConditions:

Assume a feed and bleed has been determined to be necessary in FR-H.1 "Response
to Loss ofSecondary Heat Sink"

Question:

Determine which of the followingstatements best describes why the feed path is
established with a Manual SI and Manual Phase 'A', as opposed to just starting the
SI pumps.

i>lanual SI provides partial containment isolation which willcontain RCS

releases resulting from RCS bleed flow through the PORV's and Manual
Phase 'A'nsures Containment Ventilation Isolation.

XIanual SI provides valve alignment to ensure feedpath and Manual Phase
'A'illcontain RCS releases resulting from RCS bleed flow through the
PORV's.

C. Manual SI ensures Containment Ventilation Isolation prior to initiating
RCS bleed path and Manual Phase 'A'nsures containment ofRCS releases

resulting from bleed flowthrough the PORV's.

iilanual SI provides partial containment isolation which willcontain RCS

releases resulting from RCS bleed flow through the PORVs and Manual
Phase 'A'nsures Control Room Ventilation Isolation.

(1 point)
Ans: b.

Ref: EOP Basis Document for FR-H.1 step 13, 5610-T-L1 Sh. 11

K/A 000054 EK3.05 (4.6/4.7)

LP¹0063-OL App. CC EO4 and 5

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

*/ks:Xfarch 12. 1989 I:25 PM 218



Part 8 ORQP 208

RED ORANGE = YELLOW GREENTime 2210

-S.1 FR-S,1 FR-S.2 SAT1 Subcriticality (S)

2 Core Cooling (C) FR-C.1 - . FR-C.3 SAT

3 Heat Sink (H) FR-H.2 SAT
FR-H.3
FR-H.4 .
FR-H.5

4 Integrity (P)

5 Containment (Z)

FR-P.1

FR-Z.1

FR-P.l FR-P.2

FR-Z.3

SAT

SAT
FR-Z.

SAT6 'nventory(I) FR- .

FR-I.3

What are your actions?

You complete FR-H.1 then go to step 1 ofFR-S.1.

You stop performing FR-H.1 and go to step 1 ofFR-S.l.
You suspend performance ofFR-H.l to review FR-S.1 for potential
conflicting actions then continue with FR-H.l.
You return to step 1 ofFR-H.1.

b.

C.

(1 point)
Ans: b.

Ref: . EOP-F.O Step 3

K/A 000054 EK3.04 (4.4/4.6)

LP4,0063-0L, App. L, EO4 and 5

Eet. Time of Completion 2 min.

222*/ks:Aarch l2, 1989 1:25 PM

p " " .g R-H.1. The STA hands you the followingnew critical safety
function status tree results.



Part B ORQP 217

Initial Conditions: .

Following a loss ofall AC. ECA-O.O, Loss ofAllAC Power, might instruct you to

depressurize the intact S/Gs to 190 psig, to cool down the primary. Before you start
the cooldown, ECA-0.0 cautions you: S/G pressure should not be decreased to less

than psig.
'Py /

What is the reason for this caution'?

(1 point)
Ans: To prevent the injection ofaccumulator nitrogen into the RCS.

Ref: Basis Document for ECA-0.0

K/A 000055 EK3.02 (g.3 '4.6)

LPP0063-OL, App. OO E06

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

*lks:March 12. 1989 1:25 PM 231



Part B ORQg 221

During a natural ci>culation cooldown with a void in the reactor vessel head

indicated on the RVLMSsystem, the minimum level in the pressurizer to start an
RCP is 68~o.

What is the reason for this minimum level in the pressurizer?

(1.0 pts.)
Ans: Provide the additional RCS inventory to accommodate a void collapse during

the pump start without the loss ofPressurizer level. (1.0)

Ref: EOP Basis Document ES 0.3 step 1

K/A 000056 EK3.02 (4.4/4.7)

LP40063-OL, App. R EO10

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

's .s" ~

V

*Iks:March 12, 1989 1:25 PM 235
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NRC RULES AND GUIDANCE FOR EXAMINEES

l. Use black ink or dark pencil ONLY to facilitate legible reproductions.

2. Print your name in the blank provided on the cover sheetof the examination.

3. Fill in the date on the cover sheet of the examination, ifnecessary.

4. Answer each question on the examination. Ifadditional paper is required, use only the

lined paper provided by the examiner.

5. Use abbreviations only ifthey are commonly used in facilityliterature.

6. The point value for each question is indicated in parentheses after the question and can be

used as a guide for the depth ofanswer required.

7. Show all calculations, methods or assumptions used to obtain an answer to a mathematical

problem, whether asked for in the question or not.

8. Unless solicited, the location of references need not be stated.

9. Partial credit may be given. Therefore, ANSWER ALLPARTS OF THE QUESTION Aiba)

DO NOT LEAVEANYANSWERS BLANK.

10. Proportional grading willbe applied. Any additional wrong information that is provided

may count against you. Fore example, ifa question is worth one (1) point and asks for four

responses, each of which is worth 0.25 points, and you give five responses, each of your

responses willbe worth 0.20 points.'f one of your five responses is incorrect 0.20 willbe

deducted and your total credit for that question willbe 0.80 instead of 1.00 even though you

got the four correct answers.

11. Ifparts of the question are not clear with respect to their intent, ask questions of the

examiner only.

12. You must sign the statement on the cover sheet that indicates the work on the examination

is your own and that you have not received or given any assistance in completing the

examination. This must be signed AFIER the examination has been completed.



13. Rest room trips are to be limited and only one examinee at a time may leave. You must
avoid all contact with anyone outside the examination room to avoid even the appearance
or possibility ofexamination compromise.

14. Cheating on the examination would result in a revocation ofyour license and could result
in more severe penalties.

15, Each section of the examination is designed to take approximately 90 minutes to complete.
You willbe given two hours to complete each section for a total of four hours, for part A and
part B examination.

16. Due the existence of questions that will require all examinees to refer to the same

indications, controls, or reference material, particular care must be taken to maintain
individual examination security and avoid any possibility ofcompromise or appearance of
cheating.

17. Due to the limited amount of reference material, return all reference books when through.

18. To avoid any possibility of compromise or appearance of cheating, DO NOT retrieve
reference material from a student's desk.

19. 'To avoid any possibility of compromise, DO NOT MAIMOR WRITE ON REFERENCE
MATERIAL.

20. When you are finished and have turned in your completed examination, leave the
examination area.



Part B ORQP 1

'nitialConditions: Unit 3 is in middle ofcore life (fuel cycle ll). 'Unit 3 had been
operating at 100% power for approximately 9 days - The unit has been reduced in
power to 60% power to facilitate maintenance. After being at 60% power for
approximately 10 hours the unit trips.

Quest[on: Select the correct statement cancer'ning the Xenon concentration at the
time of trip.

A. The Xenon concentration willbe at 2684 pcm.

The value ofXenon willbe greater (more Negative) than - 2287 PCM.

C. The value of the Xenon willbe less (less Negative) than the 60% equilibrium
value.

D. The Xenon value willbe at the 60% equilibrium value.
(1 point)
Ans: B

The concentration ofXenon has NOT had sufficient time to reach
equilibrium for th'e new pow'er level and therefore willbe higher than 2287
PCM the equilibrium value for 60% power.

Ref: PCB Section IIFigure 2A

. K/A001000K5.13(3.7/4.0)

LP00010-OL, Appendix C EO 4

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*Iks:March i2.1989 12:43 PM



Part B OR@ 4 16

Initial Condi tions:.

Pressurizer Controls are in automatic
Reactor power's 5% and stable
PT-444 fails

"Pressurizer Control High/Low Press" Annunciator will
alarm due to low pressure.

a.

guestlon: Given the initialconditions, determine ifthe followingstatements are
correct or incorrect ifpressurizer PT-444 failed high and no operator action was
taken. Circle T ifstatement is correct. Circle F ifstatement is incorrect.
(2.0 pts)
T F

T F PORV-455C willstay open unless the operator DOES TAKE
CORRECTIVE action.

T F C. Pressurizer heaters willenergize due to actual low pressure
condition.

T F d. Reactor willtrip at 1843 psig from 2/3 pressurizer protection
channels.

(SI willcause trip, below P-7)

Ans: (.5 each)

a -.T
b. F (closes at,2000,psig)
c. F
d. F

Ref: 3-ONOP-041.5 5610-T-D-16A, 5610-T-D-16B, 5610-T-Ll Sh. 18, 5610-T-L1

S}1. 23

K/A: 010/000

LP40802058, EO 2

K1.01 &K1.02 (3.9/4.1)

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*Iks:March 12, 1989 12:43 PM 20



Part B OR@¹ 35

Initial Conditions: .

With L7nit 3 at 2 percent power, its condenser air ejector vent system (SPIH G)

Sampler Flow Rate Monitor is NOT OPERABLE.

Question:
Select the correct choice.

a. Immediately suspend the release of radioactive gaseous effluents monitored

by the SPING monitor or declare it inoperable. Do not enter Mode 1 until
monitor is OPERABLE.,

Immediately suspend the release of radioactive gaseous effluents monitored

by the SPING monitor or declare it inoperable. Entry into MODE 1 is

permissible.

Effluent releases via this pathway may continue for up to 30 days provided
the flow rate is estimated at least once per 4 hours. Ifnot restored to an

operable condition within 30 days the provisions ofspecification 3.0.3 apply.

d., Effluent releases via this pathway may continue in excess of30 days

provided an explanation is provided to the NRC in the next semiannual
radioactive effluent release report as to why this condition has not been

corrected.

(1 point)
Ans: d.

Ref: ADM-02I3.3.3;7
PTN-Tech-88-321

K/A 1940 01A102(4.1/3,9)

LP¹6902107, EO-3

Est. Time ofCompletion 6 min.

*ika:March 12, l989 l2:43 PM



Part B OR@¹ 36

Initial Conditions:
'nit3 and 4 are both at 100 percent power when. the control room is notified that the

'A'DG fuel oil sample has 15 mg/liter of total particulate contamination. The
'B'DG

was just successfully tested OPERABLE 6 hours ago.

Question:

Select the correct choice.

a. Demonstrate the OPERABILITYof two (2) SU Transformers by verifying
correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability within 7 days.

b. Demonstrate OPERABILITYof two (2) SU Transformers by verifyingcorrect
~ breaker alignments and indicated power availability within 8 hours. Since ~

the 'B'DG was tested just 6 hours ago and was determined to be

OPERABLE it does not need to be tested again.

C. Demonstrate the OPERABILITYof two (2) SU Transformers by verifying
correct breaker alignments and indicated power availability within 8 hours.

Retest the 'B'DG within 8 hours to provide OPERABILITY.

15 mg/liter of total particulate contamination is well within limits. The
'A'DG

is still OPERABLE and no further action is required.

(1 point)
Ans: c.

'Ref; ADM-02I3.8.1;1

E/A: 194001, A1.02(4.1/3.9)

LP ¹6902107, EO-3

Est. Time ofCompletion 9 min.

*lks:March 12, 1989 12:43 PM 42



Part 3 OR@4 48

Initial Conditions.
The RCS was drained to 3 ft. below the'vessel flange. The running RHR pump starts
to exhibit oscillations in motor amps and flow.

e

C.

Question:

Select the correct response.
'.

Start the standby RHR pump and secure the running RHR pump.
b. Raise RCS level by cycling the ALTLow Head, idOV-872 open and closed.

Stop the running RHR pump and restore RCS level.
d. Start the standby RHR pump at minimum flow.

(1 point)
Ans: c.

Ref: ONOP-050, Step 5.5

E/A 006020 A4.01 (3,7/3.6)

005000 A4.01 (3,6/3.4)

LP f6902619

Est. Time ofCompletion'3 min.

«/ks:5! arch 12, 1989 12:56 PM 54



Part B OR@455

Initial Conditions

A 30 year old nuclear operator (SNPO) who has received only minimal doses of
radiation over his lifetime, receives 6.2 Rem to his hands and 2.2 Rem, whole body

dose while doing a resin transfer in the auxiliary building. This is the only radiation
dose he receives this quarter.

uestion:
(.25) a.

(.75) b.

Has he exceeded 10CFR 20
limits'xplain

why or why not.

Ans: a.

b.

iso (.25)

He did not exceed the 3 Rem/qtr limitnor his 5 (N-18) limitas

indicated by his low lifetime exposure record) (.75)

Ref: 10 CFR 20, Sect. 20.101 a&b

E/A: None found.

LP46902507, EO-5

Eet. Time of Completion dmin.

*/ks:March l2, L989 12:56 PM 61



Part 8 ORQP 58

Initial Condi tions:
Rx Power ='5% with Tavg on program ~

PR>IS - 20 is in alarm state (alarm is verified as valid)
RCS specific activity = 100pCi/gm and ) 100/EpCi/gm
Lab analysis indicates an increase of ) 1.0% fuel failure in 30 minutes.

Question:
Given the below listed RCS conditions, determine the required Emergency Plan
actions, and the actions required by Technical Specifications. Indicate the actions
required by circling a., b., c., or d.

(Pts. 1.0)
a. Reduce power to (70%, determine ifthe activity has caused plant to exceed

high activity limitof800 hrs in cumulative time, and ifso declare an
ALERT, commence shutdown to reduce Tavg to (500'F. Sample RCS every
2 to 6 hours until RCS activity is back to specification.

Shutdown the unit immediately, reduce RCS Tavg to (500'F, declare an
Unusual Event and sample RCS once per 4 hours until back in specification
for DEQ-I131 or 100/E.

C. Shutdown the unit immediately, declare an ALERT, reduce RCS Tavg to
< 500'F and sample RCS once per 4 hours until DEQ-131 and 100/E are back
within specification.

d. Declare and Unusual Event, reduce power to (70%. Sample RCS every 4

hours until either RCS DEQ-I131 and 100/E are within specification or
operation at these conditions=48 hours (whichever occurs first). Ifthe 48
hour limitis reached, declare an ALERT, shutdown and reduce RCS temp. to
< 500'F. Ifthe activity returns to specificatio'n no further corrective action
per Tech Specs or E-plan required.

Ans: c.

Ref: 3-ONOP-041.4, Tech Spec Sect. 3.1, O-ADM-021, EP-20101

K/A: 002/SGA 11.0, (3,2/4.0)
002/SGA 15,0, (4.1/4.3)

Est Time o.f Completion 5 min.

*/ks:Mafch12,198912:56 PM 64



Part; B ORQ¹ 311

gi en situations/conditions below requires emergen y bo t

(1.0 pt.)
a. Reactor has tripped, Group 1 ofControl Bank 'D'id not fully insert,

emergency boration from the boric acid storage tanks at 65 gpm has been in
progress for 35 minutes.

Reactor has tripped, two control rods are not fullyinserted, RCS boron
concentration is.1000 ppm and Shutdown Margin is 1.2%6p.

C. A rapid manual load reduction from 100% power to 50% power has just
occurred. Emergency boration from the boric acid storage tanks had been

established at 60 gpm for 45 seconds, Control Bank D is at 72 steps as

indicated by Rod position Indication. Annunciator B 8/2 for EXTRALOW
LIMIThas cleared and it has been 2 minutes since emergency boration was

stopped.

At6000 MWD/MTUburnup, Unit 3 was shutdown to repair a leaking flange
on a main steam header safety. The unit is at HOT SHUTDOWN, all control

rods fully inserted, RCS boron concentration is 1000 ppm, when the leaking
flange completely fails and the unit is in an uncontrolled cooldown.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

d.

Ref: 3-ONOP-046.I, Tech Specs. 5610-T-D-12A, Plant Curve Book

K/A 004/010, A2.07, (3.8/3.S)

004/SGK, 5.0, (3.3/3.8)

LP ¹EO-2, LP-6902232

Est. Time of Completion 7.0 min.

elks:March 12. 1989 2:13 PM 319



Part B ORQC 89

While performing a start-up using a 1/N plot it is projected that the reactor
CAN'NOT be made critical with the present boron concentration.

What action(s) should be taken?

. (1.0 points)
Ans:

Re-insert the control rod banks (.5 pts) and dilute the RCS as necessary (.5

pts).

Examiner discretion require for other correct responses that indicate the student
understands that the control rods must be reinserted and the appropriate section of
GOP-301 must be entered to recommence the start up.

Ref: GOP-301 Precautions and Limitation 4.28

K/A 001010 K5.16 (2.9/3.5)

LP@

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*/ks:March l2, 1989 1:OS PM 100



Part B ORQg 108

Initial Conditions:-

Unit 3 was operating at 100% pow'er when control room evacuation became

necessary. RCP's were tripped. Upon reaching the alternate shutdown panel the

operator attempts to verify natural circulation and stat'es natural circulation HAS
NOT been verified.

e

Question:
Which of the followingconditions would indicate a problem with natural circulation.
flow.

a'. PZR level is 18%

Steam Generator pressure is increasing

S/G level is 4%

d. RCS Delta T is 30'F

(1 point)
Ans: b.

Ref: ES-0.1

ES 0.1 AttA
EOP ECA 3.2 AttA

'K/A 000068 EA1.32 (3.9/4.1)

LP80802064 EO 4

Est..Time ofCompletion 3 min.

elks:~1arch 12. 1989 1:08 PM 119
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Part B ORQ4 304

(1.0 pt.)
The followingconditions are given: a reactor trip with the loss ofoffsite power.
Assume RVL>IS is not in service and a cooldown ) 30'F/hr is required to get the
plant to cold shutdown conditions. List the EOPs in the sequence they are used.

Ans: (Procedure number not required, Title is sufficient)
(0.2) Enter E-O, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
(0.2) ES-0.1, Reactor Trip Response

(0.2) ES-0.2, Natural Circulation Cooldown

(0.2) ES-0.4, Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel

(without RVLMS)

(0.2) Sequence

Ref: Question
Procedures E-O, ES-0.1, ES-0.2, and ES-0.4 Enabling Objectives 1 & 2

Answer

Emergency Operating Procedures E-O, ES-0.1, ES-0.2, and ES-0.4

K/A 002 015 (4.1/4.3)

LP4

Est. Time ofCompletion 3.5 min.

*/ks:t'1arch 12, 1989 2:13 PM 312



Part B ORE/ 303

(1.0 pt.)
How is the RCS cooled during refueling operations with the refueling cavity full, if
BOTH RHR pumps fail to operate? Include basic flow path, components and heat
removal mechanism.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)
An SI pump takes a suction on Loop C via the RHR system and its Hxers where its
cooled by CCW

OR

natural Convection/Circulation via the refueling cavity being maintained 23

ft. above the vessel flange.

Ref: TPT ONOP-050, pp 5/7; TPT TS B 3.10.7

K/A 005000 A2.03 (2.9/3.1)

LP4

Est. Time ofCompletion 3.5 min.

*/ks:March 12, 1989 2:l3 PM



s

j PartBORQiF t50

Initial Condi tions;

During refueling operations on Unit 3, The Area Radiation Monitor R-2 in the
Con tainment.fails.

Question:
Select the best course ofaction.

a.

C.

Refueling operations should be stopped immediately but may be resumed
after H.P. verifies conditions are normal.
Refueling operations may continue without interruption ifH.P. coverage is

provided.
Refueling operations should be stopped immediately but may be resumed ifa

portable radiation monitor with an alarm is used in the containment.
Refueling operations may be continued provided R-21 is verified operable.

(1 point)
Ans; c.

Ref: 3-0P-38.1 Attachment 23

K/A . 034000 K6.02 (2.6/3.3)

034000 SGK2 (2,3/3.1)

004000 SGK5 (2.6/3.5)

LP¹6902168

Est Time .of Gamp!ation 7 min.
s

*Iks:March l2. l989 I:25 PM 162
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Part 8 ORQP 160

InitialConditions:

Unit 3 is critical at 100% power. Tave 574'F, Cb 500 ppm. The operator starts a

dilution and his attention is diverted until he hears the rods stepping in. He notes
that 1025 gallons ofwater have been added.

Question:

Ifall rods were initiallyout (ARO), determine the resulting rod position due to this
addition ofwater.

(1 point)
Ans:
IIIFig. 2 10 ppm dilution of Gb from 500 to 490 (.25)

b,pcm = 5138- 5039 = 99 pcm addition (.25)

Rods willstop driving 1'F high which equals approximately + 22.6

pcm (.25)

IIFig. 4 Rods compensate for 76.4 pcm addition
Rod's stop at approx. 200 steps (.25)

I

193, + 3 steps

Optional answer ifauto rods considered, 1'F high, 200 2 5 steps

Ref: 5610-T-D-12A

K/A 001000 K5.05 (3.5/3.9)

LP83502082 EO2

Est. Time oi Completion 6 min.

*iks:March 12, 1989 1:25 PM 173



Part B OR@,P 170

Select the correct answer fromthe followingchoices concerning the use of
Attachmen t 'A'fEOP-E'-0.

The a'ttachment should be used EVERY time E-0 is entered.

b. %'hen reaching step 4 of E-O, transition to the attachment should be made

before proceeding with step 5, ifa valid.SI signal exists.

Attachment 'A'hall be implemented within 30 minutes of a valid SI signal.

d. The attachment is only used when so directed by the RNO column ofan EOP

step.

(1 point)
Ans: c.

Ref: EOP-E-0

K/A 000011 EK3,12 (4.4/4.6)

LP40063-OL App. M, EO5

Eet. Time of Completion 4 min.

*I'ks:March 12, l989 1:25 PM 184



Part B ORQP 171

The unit is operating in Mode 1 when a reactor trip occurs without SI actuation.

. Wh>le ver>fying the reactor tr<p the operator notices that 2 of the rods are NOT
indicating they are on the bottom...The appropriate action is to:

b.

C.

d.

Transition immediately to Emergency Operating Procedure FR-S-1

'Response to ATWS'.

Uerify turbine trip and power available to the 4KU busses and transition to

EOP-ES-O.l and add 300 gallons ofboric acid for each rod not fully inserted.
Co'mmence an emergency boration for 9 minutes per rod 60 gpm ofboric
acid.

Manually initiate Safety Injection.

(1 point)
Ans:
C. Emergency borate for 9 minutes at 60gpm

Ref; EOP-ES-0.1 Step 3

K/A 000007 EA3.01 (4.0/4.6)

LPk 0063-OL App. 0 E06

Est. Time of Completion 4 min.

*iks:March L2. l9SS 1:25 PM 185



PartBORQg 204
l

Initial Conditions:
Assume a feed and bleed has been determined to be necessary in FR-H.1 "Response
to Loss ofSecondary Heat Sink".

Question:

Determine which of the'following statements best d'escribes why the feed path is

established with a Manual SI and Manual Phase 'A', as opposed to just starting the
SI pumps.

Manual SI provides partial containment isolation which willcontain RCS

releases resulting from RCS bleed flow through the PORV's and Manual
Phase 'A'nsures Containment Ventilation Isolation.

b. Manual SI provides valve alignment to ensure feedpath and Manual Phase
'A'illcontain RCS releases resulting from RCS bleed flow through the
PORV's.

C. Manual SI ensures Containment Ventilation Isolation prior to initiating
RCS bleed path and Manual Phase 'A'nsures containment ofRCS releases

resulting from bleed flowthrough the PORV's.

Manual SI provides partial containment isolation which willcontain RCS

releases resulting from RCS bleed flow through the PORVs and Manual
Phase 'A'nsures Control Room Ventilation Isolation,

(1 point)
Ans: b..

Ref: EOP Basis Document for FR-H.l step 13, 5610-T-Ll Sh. 11

E/A 000054 EK3:05 (4.6/4.7)

LP40063-OL App. CC EO4 and 5

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.
e

*/ks:Mttrch 12, 1989 1:25 PM. 218



Part B ORQg 208

4

You are performing FR-H.l. The STA hands you the followingnew critical safety
function status tice results:

Time 2210 RED ORANGE YELLO%'REEN
1 Subcriticality (S)

2 Core Cooling (C)

3 Heat Sink (H)

FR-S.

FR-C.1

FR-H.1

FR-S.1 FR-S.2 SAT

R-C.2 FR-C.3 SAT

FR-H.2 SAT
FR-H.3
FR-H.4
FR-H.5

4 Integrity (P)

5 Containment (Z)

6 Inventory (I)

FR-P.1 R-P.1 FR-P.2

FR-Z.1 FR-Z.3
R-Z.2

FR-I.3

SAT

SAT

SAT

%'hat are your actions'?-

ao

C.

d.

You complete FR-H.1 then go to step 1 ofFR-S.1.

You stop performing FR-H,1 and go to step 1 ofFR-S.1.

You suspend performance ofFR-H.1 to review FR-S.1 for potential
conflicting actions then continue with FR-H.1.
You return to step 1 ofFR-H.l.

(1 point)
Ans: b.

Ref: EOP-F.O Step 3
f

K/A 000054 EK3.04 (4.4/4.6)
' P40063-0L, App. L, EO4 and 5

Est. Time ofCompletion 2 min.

*lks:March L2. 1989 l:25 PM 222



Part B ORQ¹ 217

Initial Condi tions:

Following a loss of all AC, ECA-0.0, Loss ofAllAC Powe.. might instruct you to
depressurize the intact SiGs to 190 psig, to cool down the primary. Before you start
the cooldown, ECA-0.0 cautions you: S/G pressure should not be decreased to less
than 1 psig.

e w~
Question: !
What is the reason for this caution?

(I point)
Ans: To prevent the injection vfaccumulator nitrogen into the RCS.

Ref: Basis Document for ECA-0.0

K/A 000055 EK3.02 (4.3/4.6)

LP¹0063-0L, App. 00 E06

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

*As:March 12, 1989 1:25 PM 231
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Part B ORQO 221

During a Natural circulation cooldown with a void in the reactor vessel head
indicated on the RVLMS system, the minimum level in the pressurizer to start an
RCP is 68~o. 4

t

Vlhat is the reason for this minimum level in the pressurizer?

(1.0 pts.)
Ans: Provide the additional RCS inventory to accommodate a void collapse during.

the pump start without the loss ofPressurizer level. (1.0)

Ref: EOP Basis Document ES 0.3 step 1

K/A . 000056 EK3.02 (4.4/4.7)

LP00063-0L, App. R E010

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

*/ks March l2. 1989 I:25 PM 235



UESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

An RTD associated with loop 'A'».g and Delta T has failed. Which of the following
best describes this failure;,

a.

b.

C.

Thot failed low
Tcold failed low
Thot failed high
None of the above

Ans: (1.0 pt,)

c. Thot failed high

Ref:, Control Board Indication

NRC STATlA

K/A 002-020-K5.09, 001-010-A3.01 (3.6/3.9) (3.9/3.9)

Est. Time ofCompletion 2.0 min.

*/jtJks:March 10, 19S9 11:04 AM



QUESTiON:
(1.0 pt.)

What impact did the T»g failure have on the Rod Control System when it failed?

Justify your answer.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

High T>«caused the rods to move in.

Ref: Control Board Indication

NRC STAT1A

K/A 001-000K4.03 (3.5/3.8)

Est. Time ofCompletion 3.0 min.

*/jtlks:March lo, 1989 11:04 AM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Determine the cause of CV-2011 (LP heater bypass valve) opening.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

PT-1604 failed low

Ref: 5610-T-LI sht 25A

NRC STAT1A

K/A 056-020A1.03 (1.7/1.8), A2.05 (1.8/2.11)

Est. Time of Completion 4.5 min.

*fjtAcs:March 10, 1989 11:04 AM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Tcold has decreased in the past several minutes, is this decrease in temperature
related to the open'ing ofCV-'2011, explain your answer.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

YES (0.5). The two are related, opening CV-2011 causes a loss offeedwater

preheating. This means that more heat must be added in the S/G's. More heat
extracted from the S/G's willcause Tc to decrease (0.5).

Ref:

NRC STAT1A

K/A 059-000A2.02 (2.2/2.5)

Est. Time of Completion 4 min.

*/jtlks:March 10, 1989 1 l:04 AM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Ifa SGFP were to trip from the current plant conditions, would a turbine runback
occur? Explain why or why not.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

With PT-1604 failed low (0.5), no runback willoccur (0.5).

Ref: 5610-T-LI sht. 21

NRC STAT1A

K/A '059/000K4.02 (3.3/3.5)

Eet. Time of Completion 4 min.

*/jtjks:hiarch 10, 1989 11:04 A M



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Determine which Turbine generator control oil system is currently in control of

Turbine load.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

4L - Lo-Lo load limit, (the system with the lowest pressure is in control)

Ref: Control Board Indication

'NRC STAT1A

K/A 045-000A4.02 (2.7/2.6)

Est. Time ofCompletion 2.0 min.
3

*fjtJks:March 10, 1989 11:04 Ahi



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Determine the source of the "NISYSTEM TRIP BYPASS" annunciator B8/4.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

Failure ofN-44, trip bypasses (N-44 O.O.S.)

Ref: ONOP-0208.4, Control Board Indications

NRC STAT1A

E/A 015-000A1.03 (3.7/3.7)

Est. Time of Completion 2.5 min.

*/jt/ks:March 10. 1989 11:04 AM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

When N-44 failed high, the rods stepped in until the operator selected "MANUAL"

on the mode select switch. The operator attempted to restore the rods to an ARO

alignment, but the rods would not move. Determine the reason for this inability to

Inove I'ods.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

High power rod stop on N-44.

(Rod stop'bypass switch not selected to bypass N-44)

Ref: ONOP-059.8

NRC STAT1A

K/A 015-000A2.01 (3.5/3.9)

Est. Time ofCompletion 3.0 min.

*/Nks:hIarch 10, 1989 11:04 AM 10



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Determine why the RTD failure did not cause an OP/OT bT runback.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

RTD is a control channel instrument, it does not input to the runback circuitry.

Ref:

NRC STAT1A

E/A

Est. Time of Completion 4.0 min.

*ljtlks:bsarch 10. 1989 i ):04 AM



QUESTION: NRC-001

(1.0 pt.)

Select the one statement below which is INCORRECT concerning the automatic

start ofCCW pumps.

a. Ifthe CCW pump local-remote switch is placed in the local position,
the CCW pump willnot be able to start on low header pressure.

Ifa bus stripping signal is present, the CCW pump willnot be able to

start on low header pressure.

C. When a CCW low header pressure signal is received, CCW Pump "A"

starts before CCW pump "B".

CCW pump "C"willnot automatically start on an Emergency Load

Sequencer.signal unless CCW pump "A"is out and breaker open.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

a. Ifthe CCW pump local-remote switch is placed in the local position, the CCW

pump willnot be able to start on low header pressure.

Ref: 88/01/26 REPL g6.01

TPNP, SD040, Rev. 1 pp. 11-13, 19

K/A 008000K401 (3.1/3.3)

Est. Time ofCompletion 6 min.

*ljtks:~farch l0, 1989 1;18 PM



QUESTION: NRC-002

(1.0 pt.)

Select the one statement below that correctly describes the result ofresetting a

Safety Injection Signal.

POTH an Emergency Load Sequencer Actuation and a Loss of
Voltage sequencer actuation are possible.

NEITHER an Emergency Load Sequencer Actuation nor a Loss of
Voltage sequencer actuation are possible.

C. An Emergency Load Sequencer Actuation willNOT occur, however, a

Loss ofVoltage sequencer actuation is possible.

d.
)

A Loss ofVoltage sequencer actuation willNOT occur, however, an

Emergency Load Sequencer Actuation is possible.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

An Emergency Load Sequencer Actuation willNOT occur, however, a Loss of
Voltage sequencer actuation is possible.

Ref: 88/01/26 REPL 06.04

TPNP, SD063, Rev. 2 Fig. 20

K/A 013000K401 (3.9/4.3)

Est. Time ofCompletion 6 min.

*fjtks:bsarch 10.1989 1:18 Phf



QUESTION: NRC-003

(1.0 pt.)

While in the automatic makeup mode, state the four actions which willoccur upon

receipt of a Volume control Tank (VCT) low level signal. (Alarms and indications

are not acceptable answers.')

Ans:

(.25') 1. Starts the Boric Acid Transfer pump.
(.25) 2. Opens the primary water flow control valve (FCV-114A)

(.25) 3. Opens the boric acid flow control valve'(FCV-113A)

(.25) 4. Opens the makeup stop valve (FCV-113B) to the charging pump suction.

Ref: 88/Ol/26 REPL ¹6.13

TPNP, SD013, Rev. 2 pp. 38

K/A 004000K407 (3.0/3.3)

Est. Time of Completion 3.5 min.

*Ijtks:March 10. 1989 I:IS PM





QUESTION: NRC-004

(1.0 pt.)

Describe the potential problem which may r esult from MFW system backleakage
into the AFW system.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

AFW system backleakage (via the auxiliary feed check valve from the MFW system)

may flash in the AFW pump casing, resulting in a vapor bound pump.

Ref: 88/01/26 REPL 46.20

TPNP, SD117, Rev. 4

E/A 061000A206 (2.73/3.0)

061000A204 (3.4/3.8)

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

*/jtks:March 10. 1989 1:18 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Determine the location of- the loss of secondary coolant, (inside or outside of the

containment), list the parameters used to arrive at your answer'.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

The break is inside the containment (0.5), containment pressur mperature (0.5).

Ref: Control Board Indication

NRC STAT1B

K/A 000-040EA1.20 (4.1/4.2), 000-040EA2.01 (4.2/4.7)

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

*/jt/ks:March 10, 1989 2: I Z PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

At the present time, is the safety injection termination criteria met?, Justify your
answer.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

t

No (0.5), pressurizer level is (12% and Pressurizer pressure is <1588 psig (0.5)

Ref: Control Board Indications

NRC STAT1B

K/A 000-040EA2.05 (4.1/4.5)

Est. Time of Completion 4 min.

*ptas:hfarch 10, 1 989 2:17 Ph(



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Determine whether the Safety injection pumps and/or RHR pumps injected any

water into the core, justify your answer.

Ans:

Yes (0.5), the SI pumps delivered flow to the core because pressure is less/than SI

pump shutoff head. Pressure has not dropped low enough to cause any flow from the

RHR pumps to inject (0.5).

Ref:

Control
Board
Indications

NRC STATlB

K/A 006-030K3.03 (3.3/3.6), 006-030AA.02 (4.4/4.4)

Est. Time ofCompletion 3.5 min.

*/jt/ks:March 10, 1989 2:17 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Determine the status ofeach'S/G, (intact, ruptured or faulted)

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

"A' "B"S/G's are intact, "C"S/G is faulted

Ref:

Control
Board
Iindications

NRC STATlB

K/A 000-040EA2.01 (4.2/4.7)

Est. Time ofCompletion 1.5 min.

*/jt/ks:March 10, l989 2: l7 PM



QUESTION:,
(1.0 pt.)

Determine the reason why the "A"AFWP rpm is low'er than B@C AFWP's rpm.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

"C"S/G is the only source ofsupply to the Train 1 AFWP ("A"). The pressure in "C"

S/G is not sufficient to provide adequate motive force to the AFWP turbine.

Ref: EOP-E-1,

NRC STAT1B

K/A 061-000A3.01 (4.2/4.2)

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

*/jtlks:hfarch l0, 19S9 2:1 7 Phf



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

What must be done to restore AFW flow to train 1.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

Manual valves 006/007 must be repositioned to allow the "B"S/G to supply steam to
AFWP "A"

Ref: EOP-E-1

NRC STAT1B

K/A 061-000A1.05 (3.6/3.7), A3.04 (4.2/4;2)

Est. Time ofCompletion 3.5 min.

*/jt/ks:March 10. 1989 2:17 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Based on current plant conditions, should the RCP's be tripped?, Explain your

answer.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

Yes (0.5), RCP trip criteria is one high head SI pump running and RCS subcooling

(25 (0.5). Currently subcooling is<25, therefore the RCP's are required to be

tripped.

Ref: 3-EOP-E-0

NRC STAT1B

K/A 000-011EA2:01 (4.2/4.7)

Est. Time ofCompletion 2.5 min.

*/jt/ks:March 10, 1989 2:17 PM
12



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt;)

What is the basis behind using higher levels for S/G and pressurizer levels ifthe

containment is in an adverse environment condition?

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

Instrument inaccuracy. (Adverse containment conditions willhave an effect on the

accuracy ofnon-qualified instrumentation. The higher levels are worst case

estimates of the effects on selected instrumentation from an adverse containment

environment).

Ref: EOP basis documents

NRC STAT18

K/A 000-040EK3.06 (3.4/3.9)

Eet. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

*/jt/ks:March 10, 1989 2:17 PM
13



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)
Determine ifthe source range nuclear instruments have failed to energize due to a

failure of the P-6 bistable to de-energize when required. Explain your answer.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

Q g-II-Pl
sr p({

power in the intermediate range has not yet decreased to the point of re-

:gizing the source range instruments, i <10-to AMPS) 1th{. (/ o)

G/4'610-T-LI

sht 16

M STAT1B

K/A 015-000K4.07 (3.7/3.8), 015-000A3.01 (3.8/3.8)

Est. Time ofcompletion 2.5 min.

*/jtlks:March 10, 1989 2:17 PM 16



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt,.)

Are the Unit 4 SI pumps required to be in operation? Explain your answer.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

'Yes (0.5), only one Unit 3 pump is running (0.5). Therefore the Unit 4 pumps are

required to remain in operation

Ref: 3-EOP-E-1

NRC STATlB

E/A 0013-000A4.01 (4.5/4.8), 013-000A4.03 (4.5/4.7)

Est. Time ofCompletion'4 min.

*ijtlks:bsarch 10, 1989 2:17 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Determine ifthe accumulator have added any inventory to the RCS, explain your
answer.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

~ S-//-8 I
Yes (~, they have aii partially injected (and are hoiding steady floating on RCS
pressure)QWsiv ('/, oj

g-/I-S'y

Accumulator pressure indication

'TATlB

006-050A4.01 (4.2/4.3)

Est. Time ofCompletion 2 min.

*fjt/ks:March 10. l989 2:17 PM 21



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

. Determine ifthe hydrogen analyzer has been placed in service, state indications

used to arrive at your conclusion.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

No (~, hydrogen analyzers, (QR1/82), are still in standby, indicating that they

have notyet been placed in service (~.se y tl rro (/. -o)-

Ref: QR81-82 indications

NRC STAT13

K/A 028-000A4.03 (3.1/3.3)

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

*1Nks:March 10, 1989 2:17 PM
22



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Pressurizer level'is less than program level. Why is charging not being used to

restore level?

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

Charging pumps trip on SI, SI has not yet been reset.

Ref: E-0

NRC STAT1B

K/A— 000-040EK3.04 (4.5/4.7)

Est. Time ofCompletfon 2.5 min.

*/jt/ks:hfarch 10, 1989 2:17 PM 25
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NRC RULES AND GUIDANCE FOR EXAMINEES

Use black ink or dark pen'cil ONLY to facilitate legible reproductions.

2. Print your name in the blank provided on the cover sheet ofthe examination.

3. Fill in the date on the cover sheet of the examination, ifnecessary.

4. Answer each question on the examination. Ifadditional paper is required, use only the

lined paper provided by the examiner.

5. Use abbreviations only ifthey are commonly used in facilityliterature,

6. The point value for each question is indicated in parentheses after the question and can be

used as a guide for the depth ofanswer required.

7. Show all calculations, methods or assumptions used to obtain an answer to a mathematical

problem, .vhether asked for in the question or not.

8. Unless solicited, the location of references need not be stated.

9. Partial credit may be given. Therefore, ANSWER ALLPARTS OF THE QUESTION A%1)

DO NOT LEAVEANYANSWERS BLANK.

10. Proportional grading willbe applied. Any additional wrong information that is provided

may count against you. Fore example, ifa question is worth one (1) point and asks for four

responses, each of which is worth 0.25 points, and you give five responses, each of your

responses willbe worth 0.20 points, Ifone of your five responses is incorrect 0.20 willbe

deducted and your total credit for that question willbe 0.80 instead of 1.00 even though you

got the four correct answers.

ll. Ifparts of the question are not clear with respect to their intent, ask questions of the,
examiner only.

12. You must sign the statementon the cover sheet that indicates the work on the examination

is your own and that you have not received or given any assistance in completing the

examination. This must be signed AFAR the examination has been completed.



13. Rest room trips are to be limited and only one examinee at a time may leave. You must
avoid all contact with anyone outside the examination room to avoid even the appearance
or possibility ofexamination compromise.

14. Cheating on the examination would result in a revocation ofyour license and could result
in more severe penalties.

15. Each section of the examination is designed to take approximately 90 minutes to complete.

You willbe given two hours to complete each section for a total of four hours, for part A and

part B examination.

16. Due the existence of questions that will require all examinees to refer to the same

indications, controls, or reference material, particular care must be taken to maintain
individual examination security and avoid any possibility of compromise or appearance of

cheating.

17. Due to the limited amount ofreference material, return all reference books when through.
f

18. To avoid any possibility of compromise or appearance of cheating, DO NOT retrieve
reference material from a student's desk.

19. 'To avoid any possibility of compromise, DO NOT MAIMOR WRITE ON REFERENCE

MATERIAI .

20. When you are finished and have turned in your completed examination, leave the

examination area.



Part B ORQ¹ 21

On Unit ¹3 determine the amount ofboron change necessary to go from 100%
, reactor power equilibrium Xenon conditions to 80% reactor power equilibrium

Xenon conditions. Assume rods remain fullywithdrawn and that starting Boron
concentration is 500 PPM. (Show all work)

Ans:

(2 points)

Reactivity additions

@ 80%

@100%
Difference

Power Defect
-1430 PCM
-1774 PCM
+344 PCM

Eq. Xe
-2520 PCM
-2684 PCM

'

164 PCM

Partial Credit: .5 deter'mine a power defect
.5 determine b, Eq; Xe
.5 determine 6 [B>o]

.5 determine [B>o]

Totaldifference(344+ 164) = +508

Boron change needed 500 ppm = -5138 PCM
X -PPM =" (-5138 + (-508)) = -5646PCM

New Boron concentration = 552 FPM (Interpolating from fig 7A)
ACb + 52 ppm (+ 2 ppm)

Ref: PCB Sect IIfigs 6, 6A, 7A

K/A ¹001000K5.28(3;5/3.8)

LP¹0010-0L, Appendix E, EO 2

Eet. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*/ks:!starch 12, 1989 12:43 PM 26



Part B ORQ¹28

Determine the percent ofnominal flow in the RCS loop at the time of under-
frequency trip of a Reactor Coolant Pump.
Compare the above flowwith the Low Flow Reactor trip setpoint. (SAME AS
HIGHER/LOWER)

Ans: A. 56.1Hz-: 60z = 93.5%speed./flow
B. Underfrequency trip is HIGHER than the reactor trip by 2.5%.

Note: 2.5% not needed for fullcredit.

(1.0 points) A.
B.

.5 to determine equation and answer correctly

.5 Higher

Ref: 5610-T-E-4503
5610-T-Ll Sheet 2

K/A ¹002000K1.13(4.1/4.2)

LP¹0057-OL, Appendix H, EO 1

Est. Time of Completion o min.

*lks:lfarch 12, 1989 12:43 PM 33



Part B OR@430

Preparations are being made to perform the Turbine Generator Overspeed Trip Test
on Lnit3. Answer each of the following individual questions as they pertain to the
Turbine Generator Overspeed trip Test.

(0.5 pts) a) The unit'.s Turbine Generator output was raised from 65MWe
to 851>TWe three (3) hours ago. Determine the earliest start
time for the Turbine Generator Overspeed Trip Test.

,(0.5 pts) b) Determine the maximum time allotted to complete the
turbine generator oyerspeed trip test once the Turbine
Generator has been unloaded.

(0.5 pts) c) The day before the turbine generator overspeed trip test, the
3A Steam Generator FT-3-475 channel failed low, was taken
out of service, and is still out., Just after reducing the turbine
generator load to conduct the turbine generator overspeed

trip test, the Unit 3 RCO informed the PS-N that all three (3)

loop Tavg's are reading (543'F which was caused by boration
followingthe rapid shutdown. Evaluate the situation and

determine whether the test should be conducted at this time.
Explain your answer.

(.5 pts) b)

(.5 pts) c)

Ans: (1.5 pts)

(.5 pts) a), 'he turbine generator overspeed trip test can be started in
five (5) hours.

The turbine generator overspeed trip test should'be completed

within fifteen (15) minutes of unloading the turbine
'enerator.

This test has the potential to cause severe transient
conditions and can result in reactor protection and/or

safeguards systems actuations. Since most ifthe logic is
made up for the downstream break safety injection signal, the
test should not be conducted at this time.

*/ks:hfarch 12, 1989 12:43 PM 35



Part B ORQ¹30 (Cont.)

Ref LER 250 87'23) 3 0$ P 089'1t 5610 T D 18B

K/A: 045-010K1.12(3.4/3.6)
045-000K4.3) 2.6/2.8)

LP¹6902614, EO-1

Est. Time of Completion 8 min.

*/ks:~farch 12, 1989 12:43 P~f
36



Part B ORQ@ 294
I

A PZR power operated reliefvalve (PORV) was determined to be leaking by at 0.9

gpm. The operator isolate the leak by shutting the associated block valve. One hour
after the discovery of the PORV leakage, the operator removed power to the
associated block valve, and continued normal operation. State whjch operator
actions were required by Technical Specification. Ifno actions were required by
Technical Specifications, state NONE. Explain your answer.

(1.0 pt.)
Ans:

NONE, A leaking PORV does not constitute an inoperable PORV and therefore does

not place the plant in an LCO statement

Ref: TS 0-ADM-21

K/A 010/GK5 (3.2/3.8)

Est. Time of Completion 4.5 min.
E

*'ks:March i2, l989 2:13 PM 302



Part B ORQ@ 310

Given the below listed RCS conditions, determine the most correct response.
Indicate response by circling a., b., c., d., or e.

Conditions

Mode 3 Operations
RCS Temperature = No load Tavg
RCS Pressure = 2235 psig
RCS Activity= (100/E pCi/gm and

200 pCi/gm DEQ - I131

Activityconditions given have existed for 42 hours.
The consecutive 12 month high RCS activity operation time prior to the
given activity increase is 760 hours.

(Pts. 1.0)

a. Power can be raised above Mode 3 for 6 hours as long as reactor power
remains below 44%.

b. Tech Spec requirements have already been exceed and the RCS temperature
should have been reduced to at least 499'F two hours ago.

c. Operation mode must be reduced to hot shutdown within 6 hours.

d. Operation at these conditions may continue but only 6 more hours.

e. Operation at these conditions may continue indefinitely as long as the
reactor remains subcritical and DEQ-I131 does not increase above

200pCi/gm

Ans: b.

Ref: 3-ONOP-041.4, Tech, Spec, Sect. 3.1, 0-ADM-021

K/A 002/SGA 11.0, (3.2/4.0)

LP40802047, EO 3

Eet. Time of Completion 6 min.

*/ks:March 12, 1989 2:13 P~f 318



Part B ORQ¹ 91

Prior to placing the Steam Dump to Condens'er Mode Control Switch to MANUAL,
the operator should verify that the steam pressure control dump to condenser auto-
manual station.(Hagan} has a zero output.

What willhappen ifthe Hagan output is not zero when the mode control switch is

placed in iVAANUAL?

(Choose the correct answer} (1 pt.)

4

The Steam Dump Valves will"quick open" to the equivalent of40%

steam flow.
The Steam Dump Valves willmodulate open to a position that is

dependent upon the Tave-Tref deviation.
When in the Manual position the Steam Dump Valves willbe

positioned directly by the Hagan cont'roller. A 40% potentiometer
setting willcause a 40% demand signal and valve willopen to 40%.

When in Manual - steam header pressure is monitored and compared

to setpoint from the Hagan controller potentiometer. Steam dump
valves willmodulate open to a position determined by the difference

between the steam header pressure signal and the controller
potentiometer s'etpoint.

(1 point)
Ans: 4.

Ref: GOP-301 Precautions and Limitations 4.17

5610-T-L1 Sheet 22A.,
5610-T-E-4061

E/A 041020 A4.08 (3.0/3.1)

LP¹
Eet.'Time ofGompletion 4 min.

*/ks:Inarch 12, 1989 1:08 PM 102



Part B OR@¹ 96

The followingoperations are scheduled to take place on Unit 4. Indicate by writing a

YES or NO in front ofeach statement whether an SRO is required to be in
containment during the operation.—

SRO

Required?
1.

2.

3.

4

Detensioning the head bolts
Liftingthe reactor vessel head

Removing upper internals
Installation of the lower internals

(.25 points each) 1 pt. total
Ans:
No 1.

Yes 2.

Yes 3.

No 4.

Ref: 4-OP-38.1 and 4-0P-38.9 Sect 4

K/A 034 SGA11 (2.4/3.5)

LP SD-044 EO 6

Est, Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*iks:March 12. 1989 1:08 PM 107



Part; B ORQ¹ 108

Ini tia1 Condi tions:

Unit 3 was operating at 100% power when control room evacuation became

necessary. RCP's were tripped. Upon reaching the alternate shutdown panel the
operator attempts to verify natural circulation and states natu'ral'circulation HAS
NOT been verified.

I

Question:
Which of the followingconditions would indicate a problem with natural circulation
flow.

PZR level is 18%

b. Steam Generator pressure is increasing

S/G level is 4%

RCSDelta Tis30'F
'1

point)
Ans: b.

Ref: ES-0.1

ES 0.1 AttA
EOP ECA 3.2 AttA

U

E/A 000068 EA1,32 (3.9/4.1)

LP¹0802064 EO 4

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

W/ks:!ttarch 12. 1989 1:08 PM 119



Part B ORQ¹ 117

Select the correct answer.

Initial Conditions: 1

During operation at 75'7o power it is noted that two(2) full length rods are ) 12 steps
misaligned from their associated groups. Attempts to realign have failed.

Question:
What action should be taken. (Select 1)

a. Reduce neutron flux trip setpoint to s 85% ANDobtain incore fluxmap
within 72 hours.-

Re-evaluate accidents within 5 days AND determine rod worth within 4

weeks.

Be in Hot Standby within 6 hours.

d. Calculate QPTR and reduce power to 70%.

(1 point)
Ans: c. Since 2 rods are out of alignment be in HOT STANDBY in < 6 hours,

Ref: *-ONOP-028 Step 5.15

K/A 000005 EA2.-03, (3.5/4.4)

LP¹0802055

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

.*/ks:March 12, 1989 1:08 PM 128



Part B ORQP '157

'OP-E-1 "Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant" requires the RCps to be tripped if
subcooling is < 25'F with at least one HHSI pump running. Which one of the
following is the basis for this step?

aO The purpose of tripping the RCP's is to ensure that the RCP's are not
damaged and are subsequently available for use in accident recovery.

b: The purpose of tripping the RCP's is to prevent any additional heat input to

the RCS during this accident.

The purpose of tripping the pumps is to prevent excessive depletion ofRCS

water inventory.

The purpose for tripping the RCPs is to increase SI flowby eliminating RCP

pump head.

(1 point)
Ans: c.

Ref: EOP-E-1 Basis Document step 1

K/A 000011 EK3.12 (4.4/4.6)

LP40063-OL App. S EO-10

Eet Time.of Completion 3 min.

*/ks:March t2, 1989 l f25 PM 170





Part B ORQP 177

Initial Conditions:
'ou

have just been informed that Unit 3, which is operating at 100% power, only has

seven (7) smoke detectors operable inside containment.

Question:
Select the most correct response:

a. — No action is required because only five (5) smoke detectors are required to

operable.
b. Establish a fire watch patrol to inspect, the containment within 1 hour and at

least once per hour.
I

c. Monitor the containment air temperature at least once per hour.
d.'lace the plant in Mode 5 in accordance with T.S. 3.0.1.

(1 point)
Ans: c. Monitor the containment air temperature at least once per hour.

Ref: T.S. 3.14.1

K/A 194001 A1.02 (4.1/3.9)

LP 40802063

Est. Time ofCompletion 6 min.

*/ks:I(arch 12. 1989 1:25 PM 191



PartBORQ¹ 178

Initial Conditions:
Unit 3 is in Node 1 with al13 SGs blowing down to the canal when R-19 fails low.
Secondary activi ty is 0.02 pCi/ml DE-I131.

~ e

Question:
Select the most correct response.

a. Blowdown may continue with no further action required.

b., Blowdown must be terminated until R-19 is operable.

c. Blowdown may continue with grab samples being analyzed at least once per
12 hours.

d. Blowdown may continue with grab samples being analyzed at least once per
24 hours.

(1 point)
Ans: c. Blowdown may continue with grab samples being analyzed at least

once per 12 hours.

Ref: T.S. 3.9.1.C.2 Table 3.9-2 action 2.1

K/A 194001 A1.02 (4.1/3.9)

LP¹0802063

Est. Time ofCompletion 6 min.

*As:March 12, 1989 1:25 PM )92



Part B ORQP 187

Initial Conditions:
Unit 3 is proceeding from Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown.

Question:

Which of the followingoperator actions is correct?

Continuous pressurizer spray flow is desired to minimize pressurizer spray
line and surge line thermal fatigue.

b. The pressurizer cooldown rate is procedurally restricted to 200'F/hr.

Ifthe temperature difference between the RCS and the pressurizer is 200-

320'F then the spray valve cannot be cycled but must remain continuously
open and pressure controlled by the pressurizer heaters.

The AT between the RCS and pressurizer must not be less than 50'F.

(1 point)
Ans: a.

Ref: GOP-305 Precautions and Limitations
GOP-305 Caution step 5.2.3

K/A 010000 A1.07 (3.7/3.7)

LP4
Est. Time of Completion 5 min:

+/ks:March 12, 1989 1:25 PM 201



Part B ORQg 207

In E-EOP-FR-H.1, Response to Loss ofHeat Sink, all Reactor Coolant Pumps are

tripped because: (Circle a., b., c., or d.)

C.

d.

We willget better reactor vessel level indication by permitting phase

separation.
We willconserve steam generator secondary inventory by reducing heat

input to the RCS.

We willconserve reactor coolant inventory by reducing seal leak off.
We willget increased safety injection flow by decreasing discharge pressure.

(1 point)
Ans: b.

Ref: 3-BD-EOP-FR-H.1, Step 3, EOP Basis Document for FR-H.1

K!A 000054 EK3.04 (4.4/4.6)

LP 40063-OL, App. CC, E08

Eet. Time of Completion 3 min.

*/ks:~fnrch 12. 1989 1:25 PM 221



Part B OR@¹ 208

You are performing FR-H.1. The STA hands you the followingnew critical safety

function status tree results:

Time 2210

1 Subcriticality (S)

2, Core Cooling (C)

3 Heat Si'nk (H)

RED ORANGE YELLOW GREEN

-S.1 FR-S.1 FR-S.2 SAT

FR-C.1 - . FR-C.3 SAT

FR-H.2 SAT
FR-H.3
FR-H.4
FR-H.5

4 Integrity (P)

5 Containment (Z)

6 Inventory (I)

FR-P.1

FR-Z.1
-Z.

FR-P.2

FR-Z.3

F
FR-I.3

SAT

SAT

SAT

What are y'our actions?

d.

You complete FR-H.1 then go to step 1 ofFR-S.1.

You stop performing FR-H.1 and go to step 1 ofFR-S.1.

You suspend performance ofFR-H.l to review FR-S.l for potential

conflicting actions then continue with FR-H.1.

You return to step 1 ofFR-H.1. 1

(1 point)
Ans: b.

Ref: EOP-F.O Step 3

K/A 000054 EK3.04 (4.4/4.6)

L'P¹0063-0L, App. L, EO4 and 5

Eet. Time of Completion 2 min.

*/ks:March 12. 1989 1:25 PM
222



'Part B ORQ¹ 216

Initial Conditions:
Unit 3 is operating at 100~c power when a loss ofall AC power occurs. Immediately
after the completion of all immediate actions in the Loss ofall AC procedure (3-EOP-

ECA-0.0), a Core Cooling RED Path develops. The operator chooses to continue 3-

EOP-ECA-0.0 rather than transition to FR-C.l?

Which one of the followingsupports the operator's decision to remain in EOP-ECA-

0.0?

d.

EOP-ECA-0.0 is written to implicitlymonitor and maintain critical safety

functions.
The amount of AFW flow required by EOP-ECA-0.0 willensure continued

core cooling without A.C. power.

FRPs are written on the premise that both 4kv busses are energized.
The eventual SBLOCA through the RCP seals willremove adequate heat to

ensure core cooling while in EOP-ECA-0.0.

(1 point)
Ans: a.

Ref: Basis Document for ECA-0.0, pp. 3

K/A 000055 EK3.02 (4.3/4.6)

LP¹0063-OL, App. OO, EO6

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

%/ks:March 12, 1989 1:25 PM 230



PartB OR@¹ 276

\

How many core exit thermocouples should be above 1200'F or 700'F prior to making
a transition to*one of the core cooling function restoration procedures? What is the
reason for this number?

(1.0 point)
Ans: Five (.5), to allow for thermocouple failure (.5).
I

Ref: EOP Basis Document for EOP-F.0

LP¹0063, App. MM,E04

Est. Time ofCompletion 2 min.

*/ks:ilfarch 12, 1989 2:14 PM 284



Part B OR@¹ 277

In ECA-2.1, Uncontrolled Depressurization ofA11SGs, Step 2a. directs the operator
to reduce feed flow to 25 gpm ifthe RCS cooldown is excessive. Which one of the
following is not an advantage gained through this feed flow reduction.

b.

C.

d.

To minimize any additional cooldown.

To keep the S/G internal components wetted.
To minimize water inventory in the S/G that eventually is the source of
additional steam flow to containment.
Ensure AFW pumps have a continuous source of steam.

(1.0 point)
Ans: d.

Ref: BD-EOP-ECA-2.1, Step 2 Caution

K/A

LP¹0063-OL, App. AA,EO4

Est. Time ofCompletion 4.5 min.

*/ks:March 12, 1989 2:14 PM 285



Part B OR@,g 278

EOP-ES-0.2 (. natural Circulation Cooldown) requires 76'F subcooling with all
CRDKI fans operating. Why is the subcooling requirement higher without all CRDiVl

fans operating?

(1.0 point)
Ans: The CRDiV fans increase the upper head'cooldown rate. Without CRDiVIfans

operating the upper head willcool at a slower rate, thus at any given time a

higher pressure is required to preclude void formation.

Ref: EOP Basis Document for EOP-ES-0.2, Step 12

LP 40063-OL, App. LP, EO10

Est. Time of Completion 5 min.

*/ks:I(arch 12. 1989 2:14 PM 286



Part B ORQ¹ 279

Which of the followingERF's would the nuclear Operators report to upon

initiation of the Emergency Response Facilities?

a.

b.

d.

Technical Support Center
Emergency Operations Facility
Site Assembly Area
Operations Support Center

The minimum classification at which the facility identified above is

REQUIRED to be activated is

(.5 each)

Ans: 1.

2.

d.

Alert

Ref:

LP¹

Est. Time of Completion 5 min.

*/ka:Inarch l2,19892u4 PM 287



Part B ORQP 304

(1.0 pt.)
The followingconditions are given: a reactor trip with the loss ofoffsite power.
Assume RVL>IS is not in service and a cooldown > 30'F/hr is required to get the
plant to cold shutdown conditions. List the EOPs in the sequence they are used.

Ans: (Procedure number not required, Title is sufficient)
(0.2) Enter E-O, Reactor Trip or Safety'Injection
(0.2) ES-0.1, Reactor Trip Response

(0.2) ES-0.2, Natural Circulation Cooldown
i

(0.2) ES-0.4, Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel
(without RVLMS)

(0.2) 'equence

Ref: Question
Procedures E-O, ES-0.1, ES-0.2, and ES-0.4 Enabling Objectives 1 & 2

Answer
Emergency Operating Procedures E-O, ES-0.1, ES-0.2, and ES-0.4

K/A 002 G15 (4.1/4.3)

LP4

Est. Time of Completion 3.5 min.

*/ks:March 12, 1989 2:13 PM 312
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Part B OR@¹ 21

On Unit ¹3 determine the amount ofboron change necessary to go from 100
reactor power'equilibrium Xenon conditions to 80% reactor power equilibrium
Xenon conditions. Assume rods remain fullywithdrawn and that starting Boron
concentration is 500 PPM. (Show all work)

Ans:
(2 points)

Reactivity additions
80%

100%
Difference

Power Defect Eq. Xe
-1430 PCM -2520 PCM
-1774 PCM

"
-2684 PCM

+344 PCM +164 PCM

Partial Credit: .5 determine a power defect

.5 determine b, Eq. Xe

.5 determine b, [B<o]

.5 determine [B>oJ

Total difference (344 + 164) = +508

Boron change needed I500 ppm = -5138 PCM
X-PPM = (-5138 + (-508)) = -5646PCM

New Boron concentration = 552 PPM (Interpolating from fig 7A)
ICb + 52 ppm ( 2 2 ppm)

Ref: FCB Sect IIfigs 6, 6A, 7A

K/A ¹001000K5;28(3.'5/3,8)

LP¹0010-OL, Appendix E, EO 2

Eet. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*/ks:March 12, 1989 12:43 PM 26



Part B

ORQ¹28'etermine

the percent ofnominal flow in the RCS loop at the time of under-

frequency trip of a Reactor Coolant Pump.
Compare the above flow with the Low Flow Reactor trip setpoint. (SAME AS

HIGHER/LOWER)

Ans: A. 56.1 Hz —: 60z = 93.5%speed./flow

B. Underfretinency trip is HIGHER than the reactor trip by 2.5%.

Note: 2.51ty not needed for fullcredit.

~
„'1.0 points) A...5 to determine equation and answer correctly

B. '5 Higher

Ref: 5610-T-E-4503

5610-T-Ll Sheet 2

K/A ¹002000K1.13(4.1/4.2)

LP¹0057-0L, Appendix H, EO 1

Est. Time of Completion 5 min.

*iks:March 12, 1989 12:43 PM
33



Part 3 OR@430

Preparations are being made to perform the Turbine Generator Overspeed Trip Test
on Unit 3. Answer each of the followingindivid'ual questions as they pertain to the
Turbine Generator Overspeed trip Test.

(0.5 pts) a) The unit's Turbine Generator output was raised from 65MWe
to 85iVWWe three (3) hours ago. Determine the earliest start
time for the Turbine Generator Overspeed Trip Test.

(0.5 pts) b) Determine the maximum time allotted to complete the
turbine generator overspeed trip test once the Turbine
Generator has been unloaded.

(0.5 pts) c) The day before the turbine generator overspeed trip test, the
3A Steam Generator FT-3-475 channel failed low, was taken
out of service, and is still out. Just after reducing the turbine
generator load to conduct the turbine generator overspeed

trip test, the Unit 3 RCO informed the PS-N that all three (3)

loop Tavg's are reading (543'F which was caused by boration
followingthe rapid shutdown. Evaluate the situation and

determine whether the test should be conducted at this time.

Explain your answer.

',5 pts) b)

(.5 pts) c)

Ans: (1.5 pts)

(.5 pts) a) The turbine ge'nerator overspeed trip test can be started in
five (5) hours.

The turbine generator overspeed trip test should be completed
within.fifteen (15) minutes ofunloading the turbine
generhtor.
This test has the potential to cause severe transient
conditions and can result in reactor protection and/or

safeguards systems actuations. Since most ifthe logic is =

made up for the downstream break safety injection signal, the
test should not be conducted at this time;

+/ks:I(arch l2, 1989 12:43 PM 35



Pa~ B ORQ¹30 (Cont.)

Ref: LER-250-87:23, 3-OSP-089.1, 5610-T-D-18B

K/A: 045-010K1.12(3.4/3.6)
045-000K4.3) 2.6/2.8)

LP¹6902614, EO-1

Est. Time ofCompletion 8 min.

«jks:Msrch 12, 1989 12:43 PM 36



Part B OR@¹ 35

Initial Cond'>ons:

With Unit 3 at 2 percent power, its condenser air ejector vent system (SPING)
Sampler Flow Rate Monitor is NOT OPERABLE.

C

Question:
'elect the correct choice.

Immediately suspend the release ofradioactive gaseous effluents monitored

by the SPING monitor or declare it inoperable. Do not enter Mode 1 until
monitor is OPERABLE.

Immediately suspend the release of radioactive gaseous effluents monitored

by the SPING monitor or declare it inoperable. Entry into MODE 1 is

permissible.

Effluent releases via this pathway may continue for up to 30 days provided
'the flow rate is estimated at least once per 4 hours. Ifnot restored to an

operable condition within 30 days the provisions ofspecification 3.0.3 apply.

d. Effluent releases via this pathway may continue in excess of30 days

provided an explanation is provided to the NRC in the next semiannual

radioactive effluent release report as to why this condition has not been

corrected.

(1 point)
Ans: d.

. Ref: ADM-02% 3.3.3.7
PTN-Tech-88-321

K/A 194001A102(4,1/3.9)

LP¹6902107, EO-3

Est. Time ofCompletion 6 min.

*jks:!tfarch 12, 1989 12:43 PM



Part B ORQP 294
I

A PZR power operated relfefvalve (PORV) was determined to be leaking by at 0.9

gpm. The operator isolate the leak by shutting the associated block valve. One hour
after the discovery of the PORV leakage, the operator removed power to the
associated block valve, and continued normal operation. State which operator.

actions were required by Technical Specification. Ifno actions were required by
Technical Specifications, state NONE. Explain your answer.

(1.0 pt.)
Ans:

NONE, A leaking PORV does not constitute an inoperable PORV and therefore does

not place the plant in an LCO statement

Ref: TS 0-ADiV2-21

K/A 010/GK5 (3.2/3.8)

Est. Time ofCompletion 4.5 min.

*/ks:March 12. 1989 2:13 PM 302



= Part B ORQ453
Initial Conditions:
During a plant heatup from Mode 4 to i%lode 3 the 'A'uxiliaryFeedwater Pump is
declared out of service. Allother plant equipment remains operable.

Question:
h

List all of the actions associated with.the AFWsystem that must be-performed or
directed from the control room in order to continue the heatup.

(.5 each) Include:
A. Procedure Used

B. Enclosures Used

C. Testing to be performed
D. Uerifications ofEquipment Required)

Ans:

(2 points)
1. A. Perform Sect 7.1 of OP-075 Maintain Dual Train "Redundancy with

AFW puinp C aligned to Train 1:

.B.

C.

Perform enclosure 1, B&CPump Alignment
Perform enclosure 2, Isolate the A pump
Test'C'ump on Train l.
Two trains verified operable within 4 hours.

Ref: Tech. Specs. sect. 3.18-1

O-ADM-021, Sect. 3/4 7.1.2

3-OP-075, Sect. 7, Enclosure 1 and Enclosure 2

Dwg. 5610-T-E-4061 Sh. 4

Dwg. 5610-T-E-4062 Sh. 3

K/A061-SGA11, (3.4/4.1)

LP40802157, EO-10

Est. Time ofCompletion 7 min.

+/ks:March 12, 1999 12:56 PM 59



Part B ORQO 310

Given the below listed RCS conditions, determine the most correct response.
Indicate response bycirclinga., b. c. d. ore.

Conditions

WIode 3 Operations
RCS Temperature = No load Tavg
RCS Pressure = 2235 psig
RCS Activity = (100/E pCi/gm and

200 pCi/gm DEQ - I131

Activityconditions given have existed for 42 hours.
'he

consecutive 12 month high RCS activity operation time prior to the ~

given activity increa'se is 760 hours.

b.

C.

(Pts. 1.0)

a. Power can be raised above Mode 3 for 6 hours as long as reactor power
remains below 44%.

Tech Spec requirements have already been exceed and the RCS temperature
should have been reduced to at least 499'F two hours ago.

Operation mode must be reduced to hot shutdown within 6 hours.
d. Operation at these conditions may continue but only 6 more hours.

e. Operation at these conditions may continue indefinitely as long as the „

reactor remains subcritical and DEQ-I131 does not increase above

200pCi/gm

Ans: b.

Ref: 3-ONOP-041.4, Tech; Spec. Sect. 3.1, 0-ADM-021

K/A . 002/SGA 11.0, (3.2/4.0)

LP40802047, EO 3

Eet. Time of Completion 6 min.

*/ks:March 12, l989 2:l3 PM 318



Part B QRQg 91

Prior to placing the Steam Dump to Condenser Mode Control Switch to iVAANUAL,
'the operator should verify that the steam pressure control dump to condenser auto-
manual station (Hagan) has a zero output.

What willhappen ifthe Hagan output is not zero when the mode control switch is

placed in i~NUAL'?

(Ch'oose the correct answer) (1 pt.)

2.

3 ~

4.

.The Steam Dump Valves will"quick open" to the equivalent of40%

steam flow.
The Steam Dump Valves willmodulate open to a position that is

dependent upon the Tave-Tref deviation.
When in the Manual position the Steam Dump Valves willbe

positioned directly by the Hagan controller. A 40% potentiometer
setting willcause a 40% demand signal and valve willopen to 40%.

When in Manual - steam header pressure is monitored and compared

to setpoint from the Hagan controller potentiometer. Steam dump
valves willmodulate open to a position determined by the difference
between the steam header pressure signal and the controller
potentiometer setpoint.

(1 point)
Ans: 4.

'Ref: GOP-301 Precautions and Limitations 4.17

5610-T-L1 Sheet 22A.
5610-T-E-4061

K/A 041020 A4.08 (3.0/3.1)
'LP4
Est, Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*ALMarch12, 1989 1:08 PM 102



Part B ORQ¹ 96

The followingopera'tions are scheduled to take place on Unit 4. Indicate by writing a
YES or'NO in front ofeach statement whether an SRO is required to be in
containment during the operation.

SRO,
Required?

l.
2.

3..

Detensioning the head bolts
Liftingthe reactor vessel head
Removing upper internals
Installation of the lower internals

(.25 points each) 1 pt. total
Ans:
No 1.

Yes '.
Yes 3.

No 4.

Ref: 4-OP-38.1 and 4-0P-38.9 Sect 4
/

K/A, 034 SGA11 (2.4/3.5)

LP SD-044 EO 6

Eet Time.ofCompletion 4 min.

*/ks:March 12. 1989 1:08 PM 107



Part B ORQ¹ 108

Initial Conditions:

Unit 3 was operating at 100% power when control room evacuation became
~psnecessary. RC» were tripped. Upon reaching the alternate shutdown panel the

operator attempts to verify natural circulation and states natural circulation HAS
~OT been verified.

Question:
Which of the followingconditions would indicate a problem with natural circulation
flow.

a. PZR level is 18%

b. Steam Generator pressure is increasing

S/G level is 4'Po

d. RCS Delta T is 30 F

(1 point)
Ans: b.

Ref: ES-O,I

ES 0.1 ANA
EOP ECA 3.2 AttA

. K/A 000068 EA1.32 (3.9/4.1)

LP¹0802064 EO 4

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

a/ks: tfarch 12, l989 1:08 PM 119



Part B ORQP 117

Select the correct answer:

Initial Conditions:

During operation at 75% power it is noted that two(2) full length rods are > 12 steps
misaligned from their associated groups. Attempts to realign have failed.

Question:
'What, action should be taken. (Select 1)

a. Reduce neutron flux trip setpoint to c 85% ANDobtain incore fluxmap
within 72 hours.

Re-evaluate accidents within 5 days AND determine rod worth within 4

weeks.

C. Be in Hot Standby within 6 hours.

d. Calculate QPTR and reduce power to 70%.

(1 point)
Ans: c. Since 2 rods are out of alignment be in HOT STANDBY in < 6 hours.

Ref; *-ONOP-028 Step 5.15

E/A 000005 EA2.-03, (3.5/4.4)

LP4 080205.5

'Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

*/ks:March 12, l989 l:08 PM 128



Part B ORQg 157

I

EOP-E- I "Loss ofReactor or Secondary Coolant" requires the RCps to be tripped if
su cooling is < 25'F with at least one HHSI pump running. which one of the
following is the basis for this step?

The purpose of tripping the RCP's is to ensure that the RCP's are not
damaged and are subsequently available for use in accident recovery.

'. The purpose of tripping the RCP's is to prevent any additional heat input to

the RCS during this accident.

C. The purpose of tripping the pumps is to prevent excessive depletion ofRCS

water inventory.

The purpose for'tripping the RCPs is to increase SI flowby eliminating RCP

pump head:

(1 point)
Ans: c.

Ref: EOP-E-1 Basis Document step 1

K/A 000011 EK3.12 (4.4/4.6)

LP40063-OL App. S EO-10

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

*Iks:.'tf a feb 12, 1989 1:25 PM 170



Part B ORQ4 187

Initia 1 Condi tions: ..
Unit 3 is proceeding from Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown.

Question:

Which of the followingoperator actions is correct?

Continuous pressurizer spray flow is desired to minimize pressurizer spray
line and surge line thermal fatigue.

b. The pressurizer cooldown rate is procedurally restricted to 200'F/hr.

C. Ifthe temperature difference between the RCS and the pressurizer is 200-
320'F then the spray valve cannot be cycled but must remain continuously
open and pressure controlled by the pressurizer heaters,

The 6T between the RCS and pressurizer must not be less than 50'F.

(1 point)
Ans: a.

, Ref: .GOP-305 Precautions and Limitations
GOP-305 Caution step 5.2.3

K/A 010000 A1.07 (3.7/3.7)

LPt
Est. Time ofCompletion 5 min:

e

*/ks:Nfafch l2. l989 l:25 PM 201



Part B OR@¹ 189

InitialConditions:..
Both units are operating at 100+o power

Classify each of the followingevents as an Unusual Event, Alert, Site Area
Emergency, General Emergency or Significant Event. Consider each event as

related to previous events.

ad

c'c st cn k w 'ttt 4&ec~ Cc e d -o tdk
d d. lyg g d y *d d' d

What is the correct classification at 1450?
jl

3''r o'P

At 1500, a loss ofoffsite power occurs and both diesels fail to start. What is

the correct classification at 1505?

C. At 1520, one diesel was started and one 4kv vital bus was reenergized. What
is the correct cia'ssification at 1522?

(1.5 points)
Ans: a.

b.

Unusual Event (.5)

Alert (.5)

Site Area Emergency (.5)

Ref: EP-20101 a.

b.

C.

Sect 20

Sect 1

Sect 16 Note 1

~ KJA 194001 A1.16 (3.1/4.4)

LP¹6902310 EO9

Eet. Time of Completion 4 min.

*/ks:Mecch L2, 1989 I:25 PM 203



Part 8 OR@¹ 207

In E-EOP-FR-H.l, Response to Loss ofHeat Sink, all Reactor Coolant Pumps are

tripped because: (Circle a., b., c., or d.)

b.

C.

d.

We willget better reactor vessel level indication by permitting phase

separation.
We willconserve steam generator secondary inventory by reducing heat

input to the RCS.

We willconserve reactor coolant inventory by reducing seal leak off.
We willget increased safety injection flow by decreasing discharge pressure.

(1 point)
Ans: b.

Ref: 3-BD-EOP-FR-H.1, Step 3, EOP Basis Document for FR-H.l

KfA 000054 EK3.04 (4.4/4.6)

LP¹0063-OL, App. CC, EOS

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

~%jest i

*/ks:Aarch l2. 1989 1:25 PM 221



Part B ORQP 208

You are performing FR-H.1. The STA hands you the followingnew.critical safety
function status tree results:

Time 2210 RED ORANGE YELLOW . GREEN

1 Subcriticality (S)

2 Core Cooling (C)

3 Heat Sink (H)

FR-C.1

FR-S.1 FR-S.2 SAT

R-C. FR-C.3 SAT

FR-H.2 SAT
FR-H.3
FR-H.4
FR-H.5

4 Integrity (P) FR-P.1 R-P FR-P.2 SAT

5 Containment (Z)

6 Inventory (I)

FR-Z.1 - .1 FR-Z.3

FR-I.3

SAT

SAT

What are your actions?

a.

b.

C.

d.

You complete FR-H.l then go to step 1 ofFR-S.l.
You stop performing FR-H.l and go to step 1 ofFR-S.1.

You suspend performance ofFR-H.1 to review FR-S.l for potential
conflicting actions then continue with FR-H.1.
You return to step 1 ofFR-H.1.

(1 point)
Ans: b.

Ref: EOP-F.O Step 3

K/A 000054 EK3.04 (4.4/4.6)

LP40063-OL, App. L, EO4 and 5

Eet. Time ofCompletion 2 min.

*/ks:March 12, 1989 1:25 PM 222



Part B ORQ¹ 216

Initial Conditions:

Uni t 3 is operating at 100~a power when a loss of all AC power occurs. Immediately

after the completion of all immediate actions in the Loss ofall AC procedure (3-EOP-

ECA-0.0), a Core Cooling RED.Path develops. The operator chooses to continue 3-

EOP-ECA-0.0 rather than transition to FR-C.1?

Which one of the followingsupports the operator's decision to remain in EOP-ECA-

0.0?

b.

EOP-ECA-0.0 is written to implicitlymonitor and maintain critical safety

functions.
The amount ofAFW flow required by EOP-ECA-0.0 willensure continued

core cooling without A.C. power.

FRPs are written on the premise that both 4kv busses are energized.

The eventual SBLOCA through the RCP seals willremove adequate heat to

ensure core cooling while in EOP-ECA-0.0.

(1 point)
Ans: a.

Ref: Basis Document for ECA-0.0, pp. 3

K/A 000055 EK3.02 (4.3/4.6)

LP¹0063-OL, App. OO, E06

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

*/ks:March 12. 1989 1:25 PM 230
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Part B ORQP 276

How many core exit thermocouples should be above 1200'F or 700oF prior to making
a transition to one of the core cooling function restoration procedures? ~hat is the
reason for this number?

(1.0 point)
Ans: Five (.5), to allow for thermocouple failure (.5).

Ref: EOP Basis Document for EOP-F.O

. K/A

LP40063, App. MM,EO4

Est. Time of Completion 2 min.

*/ks:March 12, 1989 2:14 PM 284



Part B ORQP 2/7

In ECA-2.1, Uncontrolled Depressurization ofAllSGs, Step 2a. directs the operator
to reduce feed flow to 25 gpm ifthe RCS cooldown is excessive. Which one of the
following is nat an advantage gained through this feed flow reduction.

To minimize any additional cooldown.

To keep the S/G internal components wetted.
To minimize water inventory in the S/G that eventually is the source of
additional steam flow to containment.
Ensure AFW pumps have a continuous source of steam.

(1.0 point)
Ans: d.

Ref: BD-EOP-ECA-2.1, Step 2 Caution

LP40063-OL, App. AA,EO4

Est. Time of Completion 4.5 min.

*/ks:March l2, l989 2:14 PM 285



Part B OR@¹ 278

EOP-ES-0.2 (Natural Circulation Copldpwn) requires 76'F subcooling with all
CRDM fans operating. Why is the subcppling requirement higher without all CRDiVI

fans operating?

(1.0 point)
Ans: The CRDM fans increase the upper head cooldown rate. Without CRDM fans

operating the upper head willcool at a slower rate, thus at any given time a

higher pressure is required to preclude void formation.

.Ref: EOP Basis Document for EOP-ES-0.2, Step 12

LP¹0063-OL, App. LP, EO10

'st.

Time of Completion 5 min.

*/ks:March l2, l989 2:l4 PM 286



Part B ORQg 304

(1.0 pt.)
The followingconditions are given: a reactor trip with the loss ofoffsite power.
Assume RVLWIS is not in service and a cooldown ) 30'F/hr is required to get the

plant to cold shutdown conditions. List the EOPs in the sequence they are used.

Ans: (Procedure number not required, Title is sufficient)
(0.2) Enter E-O, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
(0.2) ES-0.1, Reactor Trip Response

(0.2) ES-0.2, Natural Circulation Cooldown

(0.2) ES-0.4, Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel

(without RVLiVIS)

(0.2) Sequence

Ret'uestion .

Procedures E-O, ES-0.1, ES-0.2, and ES-0.4 Enabling Objectives 1 % 2

Answer
Emergency Operating Procedures E-O, ES-0.1, ES-0.2, and ES-0.4

K/A 002 G15 (4.1/4.3)

LP4

Est. Time of Completion 3.5 min.

«Iks: ifsrch l2, l989 2:13 PM 312



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Ifa Reactor trip were to occur from the present plant condition, what would be

supplying power to the 4 Kv buses? Explain your answer.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

The A &B Emergency Diesel Generators (0.5), the U-3 S/U XFMRhas no potential

light energized at the present time (0.5), therefore, both 4Kv buses would be picked

up on the EDG's

Ref: 5610-T-LI sht 40

NRC STAQ5,

K/A 062-000A3.05 (3.5/3.6)

Eet. Time of Completion 4 min.

*/jtks:March 10, 1989 5:00 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

'ist

the Reactor Protection function(s) associated with PT-464.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

Hi Steam line Delta-P SI, (Steam Break Protection)

Ref: ONOP-0208.1'4

NRC STAT5

.Est. Time ofCompletion 3.5 min.

*fjtks:March l0, 1989 5:00 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

I8:C has investigated the high steam flow indication on FT-494 and has determined
that the instrument is fullyoperational and properly calibrated. Determine the
cause of the high steam flow indication on FT-494.

Ans: (1.0„pt.)

PT-495 has failed high, causing FT-494 to also read high due to the density
compensation circuitry.

Ref: ONOP-0208.5

NRC STAT5

r

-K/A 012-000A3.05 (3.6/3.7)

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

*/jtks:March 10, 19S95:00 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

LI-112 is failed high, What indications do you have available in the control room

that would indicate that such a failure has occurred?

Ans: (1.0 pt.)
5

VCT level is low (A4/6) (/, but LCV-115A is diverting all flow to the HUT. LC-3-

112 is indicating 100% demand to the HUT (0.5).

Ref: Control Board, 56510-T-D-19

'iRC STAT5

K/A 004-010A2.11 (3.4/3.7)

Est. Time of Completion 3.5 min.

*/jtks:Kfarch ) 0, 1989 5:00 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Describe the adverse effect that the VCT level failure could have on charging pump
suction.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

The LT-112 failure prevents the auto swap ofcharging pump suction sources from
'the VCT to the RWST, (both 112 & 115 are required to be low in order to swap

suction to'the RWST. This could cause running the charging pumps w/o a suction

source.

Ref: 5610- T-D-19

NRC STAT5

K/A 004-010A4 (3.8/3.4)

Est. Time ofCompletion 4 min.

*/jtks:March 10, 19895:00 P~f



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Given the current plant conditions, determine which bistables affected by failure of

PT-495 can be placed in the tripped condition without causing an SI.

Ans:, (1.0 pt.)

6 6
3-4988-2, 3-4988-1, & 3-498C can be placed in the tripped condition, 3-495 cannot be

placed in the tripped condition, or an SI willresult.

Ref: 5610- T-D-18B

NRC STAT5

K/A 012-000A3.02 (3.6/3.6)

Est. Time of Completion 4.5 min.

p>cLv>rc(< ~ o s ~i Dred r g

+ijtks:March 10. 1989 5:00 PM



QU ESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

State the purpose of the pressurizer level correction curve on the ASP.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

Curve is provided to correct the pressurizer level instrument ifRCS tern erature is

above the cold calibrated temperature. (LI-462, cold calibrated channel is provided

on the ASP)

Ref: ONOP-0105.1 BASIS DOCUMENT

GENERIC

E/A 000-68EK3.10 (3.2/3.6)

Est. Time ofCompletion 2.5 min.

+/jt:March 2, 1989 1:49 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

State the reason that a containment entry is necessary in order to place the RHR

system in,se'rvice from outsi'de the control room.

,
Ans: (1.0 pt.)

MOV-750 and 751 must be opened manually in the containment.

Ref: ONOP-0105.1

GENERIC

K/A 000-68EK2.03 (2.9/3.1)

Est. Time of Completion 4.0 min.

*/jt:March2. l989 1:49 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Explain how AFW flow is provided only to the affected unit upon system auto start.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

AFW steam supply MOVopen signal energizes the solenoid valves for the flow

control valves on the affected unit. (This permits output signal from FW controllers

to be applied to the flowcontrol valve).
F

Ref: S/D117 Pg.9

GENERIC

K/A 000-000K4.09 (3.7/4.1)

Est. Time of Completion 4.0 min.

*fjt:March 2. 1989 I:49 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

State the importance of requiring that the turbine overspeed protection amber 20%

load light is out when reactor power is above 45%.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)
g C

This assures that there is adequate load (> 20%) prior to reactor power reaching 50%

to prevent an overspeed condition from occurring.

'ef:

LER 250-87-034

GENERIC

KJA 045-000K4.13 (2.6/2.8)

Est. Time of Completion 2.5 min.

*/j1:March 2, 1989 1:49 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

OP-023 "EMERGENCY DIESEL OPERATION", cautions the operator not to allow
the engine to run unloaded at 900 rpm for a period in excess of,10-15 minutes unless

absolutely necessary. Explain the basis for this caution.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

Operation unloaded causes oil and/or oil vapor to collect in the turbocharger, which
could result in a turbocharger fire.

Ref: '/D-137 Pg. 46

GENERIC

K/A 064-000A2.06 (2.9/3.3)

Est. Time ofCompletion 1.5 min.

*fjt:March2, l989 I:49 PNf



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

State why the status of the charging pumps is not correct for the current plant
conditions.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

Charging pump "B"is running, it should have tripped on SI signal.

Ref:

NRC STA$9

KIA 006-030 A4.02 (4.4~4.4)

Est. Time ofCompletion 1.5 min;

*/jrks:March 10, 19895:34 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Determine the cause ofannunciators C7/1, C7/2, C7/3.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

PT-446 failed low.

Ref:

NRC STAT9

K/A 012-000 K4.01 (3.7/4.0)

Est. Time of Completion 7 min.

*ljtks:March 10. 1989 5:34 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

State the signal that is causing the maximum rod speed demand to be indicated on

the control console.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

,Delta T between Tref and T» g, (Power i%i ismatch)

Ref:

NRC STAT9

K/A 001-000 K4.02 (3.8/3.8)

Est. Time of Completion 2 min.-

*/jtks:March 10. 1989 5:34 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Determine ifall Phase A components have gone to their required positions, list any/i
exception noted.

I

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

No (0.5), all have not, CV-204 has not gone closed (0.5), (CCW to normal containment
coolers are going closed).

Ref:

NRC STAT9

K/A 006-000 K2.04 (3.6/3.8)

Est. Time ofCompletion 2.5 min.

*/jtks:March 10. 19895 34 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

CV-1607 - "B"S/G atmospheric dump valve stuck open following its initial
actuation, determine why the ADV's were required for post trip heat removal.

I

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

Steam Dumps Inoperable (PS-1613A failure prevents condenser steam dump

actuation.)

Ref:

NRC STAT9

K/A 041-020 A2.02 (3.6/3.9)

Est. Time of Completion 6.0 min.

+fjtks:March 10, 1989 5:34 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 min.)

State whether annunciators F3/t & F3/2 are expected alarms on a normal turbine

trip.

Ans: (1.0 min.)

Yes, these alarms energize in the event of a generator lockout.

(occurs 30 seconds after turbine trip when OCB's open)

Ref:

NRC STAT9

.K/A 000-007 EA1.07 (4.3/4.3)

Est. Time of Completion 3 min.

*/jtks:March 10, 1989 5:34 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

Determine why emergency boration is required at this time.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

3 rods have failed to insert on the reactor trip.
(Emergency boration is required 9 minutes at ) 60gpm for each rod.)

Ref:

NRC STAT9

K/A 000-005 EK3.01 (4.0/4.3)

Est. Time'of Completion 3 min.

*fj1ks:March 10, 1989 5:34 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pts.)

List all components reset by pressing the Rod Control Start-up Reset pushbutton.

Ans: (1.0 pts.)

Group step counters (0.2), Master cycler (0.2), Bank overlap unit (0.2), Internal
memory/alarm circuits (0.2), P/A conver ters (0.2)

Ref: SD-6

NRC STAT9

K/A 001-000K6.04

Est. Time of Completion 7 min.

*IjLks:March l 0, 1989 5:34 PM



QUESTION:
(1.0 pt.)

%'hat automatic action caused the large reduction in feedwater flowjust prior to the

freeze point of this scenario?

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

SI signal tripped the feed pumps and shut the Feed reg valves.

Ref: Control Board Indication

NRC STAT9

K/A 006-000 K1.07 (2.9/3.3).

006-000 K2.04 (3.6/3.8)

Est. Time of Completion 4 min.

*Ijtks:March 10, ] 989 5:34 PM 14



QUESTION: NRC-001

(1.0 pt.)

Select the one statement below which is INCORRECT concerning the automatic
start of CCW pumps.

C
a. Ifthe"CCW pump local-remote switch is placed in the local position,

the CCW pump willnot be able to start on low header pressure.

Ifa bus stripping signal is present, the CCW pump willnot be able to

start on low header pressure.

When a CCW low header pressure signal is received, CCW Pump "A"

starts befor'e CCW pump "B".

CCW pump "C"willnot automatically start on an Emergency Load

Sequencer signal unless CCW pump "A"is out and breaker open.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

a 0 Ifthe CCW pump local-remote switch is placed in the local position, the CCW

pump willnot be able to start on low header pressure.

Ref: 88/01/26 REPL ¹6.01

TPNP, SD040, Rev. 1 pp. 11-13, 19

K/A 008000K401 (3.1/3.3)

Est. Time ofCompletion 6 min.

*gtks:March 10, 1989 1:18 PM



UESTION: NRC-002

(1.0 pt.)

Select the one statement below that correctly describes the result ofresetting a

Safety Injection Signal.

a.
)

BOTH an Emergency Load Sequencer Actuation and a Loss of
Voltage sequencer actuation are possible.

b. NEITHER an Emergency Load Sequencer Actuation nor a Loss of
Voltage sequencer actuation are possible.

C. An Emergency Load Sequencer Actuation willNOT occur, however, a

Loss ofVoltage sequencer actuation is possible.

A Loss ofVoltage sequencer actuation willNOT occur, however, an.

Emergency'Load Sequencer Actuation is possible.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

An Emergency Load Sequencer Actuation willNOT occur, however, a Loss of
Voltage sequencer actuation is possible.

Ref: 88/01/26 REPL 46.04

TPNP, SD063, Rev. 2 Fig. 20

K/A 013000K401 (3.9/4.3)

Est. Time ofCompletion 6 min.

*/j(ks:March 10. 1989 1:18 PM



QUESTION: NRC-004

(1.0 pt.)

Describe the potential problem which may result from MFW system backleakage

into the AFW system.

Ans: (1.0 pt.)

AFW system backleakage (via the auxiliary feed check valve from the MFW system)

may flash in the AFW pump casing, resulting in a vapor bound pump.

C

Ref: 88/Ol/26 REPL 46.20

TPNP, SD117, Rev. 4

K/A 061000A206 (2.73/3.0)-

061000A204 (3.4/3.8)

Est. Time ofCompletion 3 min.

('/jt

ks: March 10. 1989 1:18 PM



Enclosure 4

REgUALIFICATION PROGRAM EVALUATION REPORT

Facilit Generated Reference Material

The reference material supplied by the licensee was reviewed to determine if
the material was adequate to support the examination. The licensee supplied
an adequate number of open reference questions and static simulator scenarios.
Approximately 83 JPYis and 15 simulator (operating test) scenarios were'upplied.
A sufficient amount of reference material was supplied to support this
examination.

The licensee supplied a 'sampling plan which described the two year
requalification cycle, provided content justification, and = outlined the
selection/deselection process for topic scope. Although the sampling plan
provided reasonable bases for selection/deselection of topics, it did not
include weighing the scope of the examination in prop'ortion to the time
expended covering topics.

=The open reference questions supplied by the licensee had numerous psycho-
metric deficiencies that required modifications by the examination team.
Yiany of the questions relating to the static simulator scenarios were
administrative in nature. This portion of the examination is intended to test
the operators'nowledge of integrated plant operations and recognition of LCO

conditions. The licensee had intended for the operators to be able to answer
= each question by extractino statements from plant procedures or Technical

Specifications. As a result, the examination team had to significantly modify
the questions provided by the facility to coincide with the intent of this
portion of the examination. The facility made the required changes in a

prompt and efficient manner.

Additionally, for Part B "Limits and Controls," some questions proposed by the
licensee were of a "look up" nature, i.e., the operator need only refer to an

appropriate procedure and extract the correct response. 'It was noted however,
that many questions were at the level which required the operator to
synthesize and analyze the data provided. Additionally, the licensee provided
numerous questions which rigorously tested the operator's ability to diagnose
the situation and propose a solution.

The JPNs supplied by the licensee had been developed using a systematic
approach. They contained all of the testing standards, initial conditions,
required materials, references and critical elements necessary to validate the
JPM. The JPYis had not, in some cases, been verified by the plant procedure.
This led to difficulties in evaluation of the operators due to the absence of
,critical steps for the omitted sections. Also, the licensee had not reviewed



the EOPs to ensure all local operator actions had an associated JPN. The
remote actions in the EOPs are of high safety significance and the operators
should be tested to ensure their comp'etence to perform and direct these
actions. The examination team provided the licensee with a list of EOP tasks
to supplement those tasks submitted in the reference material. The licensee
was responsive to adding these tasks to the examination and immediately
developed the required JPNs. The questions associated with the JPNs, in many
cases, were not related to the specific task being tested. The questions were
not knowledges needed to support the particular task and were not in the open
reference format. Often the questions were simple repeats of cautions
provided in the procedure for the task.

The licensee submitted 15 simulator scenarios for the operating test. The
scenarios were sufficient to evaluate the performance of licensed personnel
in that they adequately exercised the EOPs and required the operators to
demonstrate control board familiarity.

Although LERs were covered during the requalification cycle, the proposed
scenarios did not address problems encountered and lessons learned from
appropriate site LERs. The proposed scenarios contained some unrelated events
which were removed by the examination team. These events primarily were
instrument failures which occurred prior to the major,. plant transient. The
proposed scenarios were weak in testing the operators'. analytical ability
during the major plant transient, i.e., they did not provide complications
which would require the operators to display competence in decision making.
The proposed scenarios (in all cases) did not contain critical steps for all
personnel (e,g., classification of the event in accordance with the EPLAN for
the PSH and critical control board manipulations for the BOP operator). Also,
the proposed scenarios did not identify time critical responses. The
examination team modified the scenarios to eliminate the unrelated events,
include critical steps for all individuals, and clarify time critical
responses. The licensee was receptive to the changes requested by the
examination team and promptly responded to effect these changes.

Evaluation of Facilit Evaluators

An evaluation of licensee evaluators was conducted. The evaluation consisted
of assessing the evaluators'kills in the following areas:

Detection skills

Probes examinee weaknesses, as required

Properly grades JPNs

Differentiation of training knowledges

.Lack of judgement errors



Verbal cues not excessive

Non-verbal cues not excessive

Not giving away which steps are "critical"

The NRC examiners determined that two licensee evaluators were unsatisfactory
in their evaluation skills. This assessment is based upon observations made

by the NRC evaluators, including:

Disrupting operator performance during JPNs to ask detailed
knowledge concerning a step or component

Inattentiveness to the operators actions (e.g., making the operator
repeat steps, asking a question which the operator had previously
answered, not documenting oral responses by the operator).

Asking leading questions (e.g., "that's all?", "are you confident
that the breaker is open?", "Vait a minute, what procedure are you
supposed to be in?"),

Unfamiliarity with the JPYi (e.g,, not familiar with JPYi steps, or
whether ihe JPY; was to be performed on the simulator or
simulated in the plant).

Asking unrelated questions of the operator.

Prompting the operator in the performance of critical steps (e.g.,
adjusting potentiometers, finding procedures, turning off control
power to valves for the operator).

Leading the operator to equipment locations vice having the operator
locate the equipment himself,

Also, during the simulator evaluations, the NRC evaluators identified several
significant performance deficiencies displayed by the operators that were not
identified by the licensee's evaluation staff, such as:

The crews were slow to implement their immediate operator actions.

The crews were slow to implement the EPLAN, and frequently the PSN

would exhibit unsatisfactory performance not identified by the
licensee's staff.

r

The licensee's evaluators failed to note the lack of role
delineation for the PSN and STA positions.

Several communications errors were not recognized by the licensee's
staff.



4

A BOP operator recognized a Safety Injection Pump failure vice the
reactor operator,

\

A PSN initiated Safety Injection himself without'he. concurrence of
the APSN.

One crew did not complete a required airborne radioactivity
inspection on a failed ch'arging pump.

Operators started charging pumps without using an appropriate
procedure, which resulted in missing required steps.

One crew did riot wait the required two, minutes before attempting SI
reset,

Nore events, and specific details, have been supplied to the licensee. These
deficiencies in identifying crew problems indicate 'a significant weakness in
the licensee's program to evaluate their licensed operator staff.

Pe uglification Program Evaluation

A satisfactory requalification program must meet each of the following
.criteria:

( I) A 90'i pass/fail decision agreement between the NRC and the facility
grading of the written and operating examinations.

(2) At least 754 of all opera.ors must pass the examination.

(3} No crews rated as unsatisfactory by the NRC but rated satisfactory
by the facility.

(4) No more than one third of the crews are determined to be
unsatisfactory on the simulator evaluations.

In addition, if three- or more of the following are applicable to the
requalification program, then the program shall be determined to be
unsatisfactory. If one or two of the following are applicable, then the

= program may be determined to be unsatisfactory:

(5) The same common JPYi is missed by at least 50Ã of the examinees.

(6) The same question on the same JPN is missed by at least 50'f the
examinees.

(7) The facility failed to train and evaluate operators in all the
positions permitted by their individual licenses.

(8) Failure to train operators on "in-plant" JPHs.



(9) Less than 757 of the examinees correctly answer 80~ of the common
JPN questions.

(10) Nore than one facility evaluator is determined to be unsatisfactory.

Based on the information provided in the report above, the Turkey Point
Requalification Prog'ram has demonstrated significant weaknesses for the
following evaluation criteria:

Only 50<i of all the operators passed the entire examination.
(Criterion f/2) .

Only 50K of the cre'ws were determined to be sat'isfactory on the
simulator evaluation. (Criterion $ 4)

The facility did not have in place a program to train an'd evaluate
the SROs in all positions permitt'ed by their .license. Specifically,
they are not trained and evaluated on cor trol board manipulations.

'(Criterion 87)

The facility did not have in place a program to trai'n and evaluate
operators on "in-plant" JPNs based on the l.icensee's Emergency
Operating Procedures. (Criterion 88)

Two facility evaluators were determined to be unsatisfactory in
their evaluation skills and techniques, (Criterion f10)

Therefore, the Turkey Point Requalification Program has been determined to be
unsatisfactory and the requirements set forth in HUREG-103l ES-601.E.2 for
unsatisfactory „requalification program evaluations apply.

k



Enclosure 5 .

SIMULATOR FIDELITY REPORT

Facility Licensee: Florida Power and Light

Facility Docket Nos.: 50-250 and 50-251

Operating Tests Administered On: Harch 14 and 21, 1989

This form is used only to report observations. These observations do not
constitute audit or inspection findings and are not, without further
verification and review, indicative of non-compliance with 10 CFR 55.45(b).
These observations do not affect,NRC certification or approval of the
simulation facility other than to provide information which may be used in
future evaluations. No .licerisee action is required in response to these
observations.

During the conduct of the simulator portions of the operating tests, the
following items:were observed:

ITEN Descri tion

Keys The key locker did not adequately replicate the one found
in the control room in that all expected keys were not
kept in the locker nor were they controlled in the same

manner.

Page The Plant Page System power supply controls were not
consistent with that found in the control room.

Form

Fire

Lighting

A Bomb Threat form was not available. near the "outside"
telephone lines.

Pre-fire plans were not available to the operators as they
are in the plant.

Poor lighting existed in the PSN's offic'e and at back
panels during a loss of power condition, the licensee will
investigate the control room lighting situation.

Clock The simulator clock used by the operators is unreliable.

The overall performance of the simulator hardware and modeling was excellent
durino this examination.
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